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INTRODUCTION



One of the most neglected areas in drug development and clinical pharmacology involves the study of drugs given to pregnant

women.1 Consequently, only a handful of drugs have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for use in

pregnancy, or contain obstetric dosing information in the product or package insert with the possible exception of adverse fetal

effects.2 Sadly, because women are not studied, dosing recommendations are frequently incorrect.3

Pregnancy poses a unique situation because drugs are generally given to treat the mother, however, the fetus is always a

recipient and may be the therapeutic target4 as in AIDS.5 Concern over the fetal consequences of maternal drug therapy has

totally overshadowed the need to study the biodisposition of drugs in the mother.6 Conceptually, the mother has been viewed as

a woman that “carries” the fetus and not as a woman whose pregnancy may significantly alter the biodisposition of drugs. The

pharmacologic and toxic effects of drugs on the mother, placenta, and the fetus are governed by a complex but integrated set of

variables consisting of mother, uterus, placenta, amniotic fluid, and fetus.7 Because all components of this unit are constantly

changing throughout pregnancy, the system truly presents a formidable pharmacologic challenge.8

This chapter summarizes the clinical implications of obstetric and fetal pharmacology, and concentrates on relating the

pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics of drugs to the physiologic changes and pathophysiologic disturbances that occur

during pregnancy.9 Concepts are emphasized to enable the obstetrician and perinatologist to provide optimal therapeutics

without adverse effects based on evidenced-based pharmacology.

 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Drugs undergo a series of interactions in the body before combining with specific tissue receptors and producing the desired

pharmacologic effect. A number of variables can modify the intensity and duration of pharmacologic effect: rate and extent of

absorption, volume of distribution, rate and nature of metabolism and excretion, and interaction with other compounds.



Factors that determine the rate and the percentage of the compound that is absorbed (bioavailability) are the physiochemical

characteristics of the drug, its rate of dissolution, the gastric and intestinal pH, gastric emptying time, composition of intestinal

contents, intestinal motility, and mesenteric blood flow.10 Determinant factors of absorption by other routes (i.e., intramuscular,

subcutaneous, epidural) are degree of ionization, physiochemical composition, water or lipid solubility, and blood flow at the site

of injection. After absorption, drugs enter the intravascular system and either circulate in free form or are bound to plasma

proteins to differing degrees depending on their binding characteristics and other competing ligands.

Distribution of unbound drugs throughout the body is frequently a rapid process that allows diffusion equilibrium to be quickly

established between blood and other body compartments. In some situations, however, the access of a drug to the sites of its

pharmacologic action may require considerable time. Under these circumstances, measurements of drug concentrations in blood

may not correlate with pharmacologic effects (at least not until “steady state” has been reached).

Among other factors, drug distribution is influenced by lipid solubility, degree of ionization, blood flow, and binding affinities to

proteins in plasma and specific tissues.11 From the pharmacologic standpoint, a drug is eliminated either by excretion or by

metabolic biodegradation into pharmacologically inactive metabolites. Although renal excretion of unchanged drugs is by far the

most important excretory route, there are several other excretory pathways (such as biliary excretion or alveolar elimination)

used by certain compounds. These excretory pathways may assume greater importance in certain pathologic conditions that

preclude the use of the primary excretory route.

PHARMACOLOGY OF PREGNANCY

Normal human pregnancy is accompanied by such remarkable physiologic changes that drug disposition and effect may be

entirely different from those in nonpregnant patients. These differences are important not only for maternal therapy but also

for understanding the effects of fetal drug exposure, and potential fetal therapeutics.

Role of gender



The effects of the pregnant state on the disposition and action of drugs are superimposed on the changes associated with the

female sex. Sex differences regarding drug disposition in experimental animals have been known for more than 60 years, but it

was not until 1993 that the FDA encouraged the inclusion of women in clinical trials.12 There are striking differences in body

processes between men and women. Physiologic differences between the sexes may explain variations in the absorption of

drugs. Compared to men, women have slower gastric emptying time and prolonged colonic transit time. These differences may

be heightened during pregnancy. There are also differences in drug biotransformation.

A multienzyme system is responsible for the degradation of hydrophobic molecules. In a sequential manner, hydrophobic

molecules are biotransformed by phase I enzymes and then conjugated by phase II enzymes to produce water-soluble products.

The cytochrome P450 superfamily (or CYP) is the major phase I group of isoenzymes. These enzymes are expressed mostly in

the liver but also to a lesser extent in other tissues (e.g., intestine). The expression pattern of different CYP isoforms differs

between the sexes. For example, the cytochrome P450 CYP3A4 is more active in women than in men.13 Theophylline and

acetaminophen, which are metabolized by CYP3A4, are eliminated faster by women. Other drugs, such as diazepam, caffeine,

and some anticonvulsants, metabolized by CYP2C19 or CYP1A2 appear to be metabolized faster in men than in women.14

Gender differences in drug biodisposition have been linked to variations in sex hormones. Sex differences in the receptors and

transporters have not been systematically studied. Studies in animal models have shown sex differences but the results have

not been validated in human studies.

There are also sex differences in the sensitivity to drugs.15 Opioids such as pentazocine show a greater drug response in women,

whereas ibuprofen produces a better response in men.16, 17 In addition, there are gender differences in the incidence of adverse

drug reactions. For example, drug-induced torsades des pointes and the cough induced by angiotensin-converting enzyme

inhibitors occur more commonly in women.18, 19 A distinction between pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and sex-

dependent differences is not always possible. Similarly the influence of genetics remains to be determined.

Mother-fetus: a two-compartment system

A fundamental aspect of fetal pharmacology is that of fetal dose. The amount and rate of transfer of drugs to the fetus

determine the presence or absence of pharmacologic or toxic effects.



Fig 1. Pathway and factors affecting xenobiotic

disposition by mother and fetus.

With the rare exception of drugs injected directly into the fetal compartment, the path a drug must take from its administration

to the mother is across the maternal organism to its site of action in the fetus.

This multicompartment system is especially complicated because it does not represent a constant relationship but one that is

continuously changing throughout pregnancy (Fig. 1).

THE MOTHER

Absorption

The gastrointestinal absorption of drugs has not been systematically studied during pregnancy. Reports in the literature suggest

that a generalized malabsorption state may be induced or exacerbated during pregnancy.20, 21 Both gastric emptying time and

gastrointestinal transit times are prolonged, probably due to the high levels of progesterone. There is also indirect evidence that

absorption of certain compounds such as digitoxin, salicylamide, and phenytoin may be delayed in pregnant patients.22, 23, 24

The confluence of different physiologic alterations during pregnancy may potentiate the effect of individual changes. For

example, the increased residence time due to the decrease in intestinal motility could lead to a decreased bioavailability because

of an increase in gut metabolism. The latter may occur if the activity of gut CYP3A4 mirrors the increase in the activity of

hepatic CYP3A4 that has been documented during pregnancy.



The complexities of performing bioavailability studies in pregnancy can be simplified with the use of stable isotopes. The

intravenous injection of a stable isotope-labeled drug coupled with the concomitant oral administration of unlabeled drug

permits the simultaneous determination of both drug profiles and therefore minimizes the variability associated with two

separate studies.25 The normal circulatory adjustments that occur during pregnancy are therefore likely to influence the extent

of drug absorption. These adjustments can be expected to be more influential toward the end of pregnancy. Indeed, the

absorption rate of meperidine after intramuscular administration has been found to be slower in women during labor than in

nonpregnant controls.26, 27 On the other hand, circulatory changes are on occasion pharmacologically advantageous. Studies have

shown that pregnant women at term require 40–50% less drugs for peridural block because at term the capacity of the

peridural space is reduced by the physiologic engorgement of the internal vertebral plexus.

Distribution

The remarkable changes in the volume of water and composition of body compartments, coupled with the hemodynamic

adjustments that occur during pregnancy, set a background for drug distribution that is quite different from that present in

nonpregnant persons. Dilutional hypoalbuminemia, especially in the last trimester, is mainly responsible for a decrease in drug-

binding capacity and a consequent increase in body distribution.28 As a corollary, the acceptable therapeutic range of total

plasma concentration of drugs exhibiting decreased protein binding (i.e., phenytoin) is lower than in the nonpregnant state. The

great interindividual variability in the distribution of drugs such as meperidine given during labor may be attributed to

variations in the hemodynamic makeup of different women.29

Metabolism

The rate and extent of drug biotransformation depend on hepatic blood flow, activities of drug-metabolizing enzymes systems,

and hormonal influence. Hepatic blood flow measured in absolute terms does not appear to be altered during pregnancy.

Proportionally, however, the percentage of cardiac blood flow reaching the liver is decreased.30

Knowledge of drug metabolism during pregnancy and in women in labor is scanty and far from satisfactory. The sex hormone

changes characteristic of pregnancy and placental hormones influence hepatic drug-metabolizing enzymes' activities during



gestation. Clinical studies using metabolic probes have shown that CYP1A2, xanthine oxidase, and N-acetyltransferase activities

are decreased, but CYP3A4 is increased during pregnancy.31 N-acetyltransferase activity, measured using caffeine as a probe,

has been found to be reduced by about 30% in late pregnancy compared to the enzyme activity during the puerperium.31

The metabolism of drugs catalyzed by select cytochrome P450 (CYP) isoenzymes (i.e., CYP3A4, CYP2D6, and CYP2C9) and

uridine diphosphate glucuronosyltransferase (UGT) isoenzymes (i.e,. UGT1A4 and UGT2B7) is increased during pregnancy.

Dosages of drugs predominantly metabolized by these isoenzymes may need to be increased during pregnancy in order to avoid

loss of efficacy. In contrast, CYP1A2 and CYP2C19 activity is decreased during pregnancy, suggesting that dosage reductions

may be needed to minimize potential toxicity of their substrates.32, 33 There are limitations to the available data. Current

knowledge is based primarily on observational studies, many including small numbers of women. For some isoenzymes, the

effect of pregnancy on only one drug has been evaluated. The full-time course of pharmacokinetic changes during pregnancy is

often not studied sequentially during pregnancy. Drugs eliminated by non-CYP or non-UGT pathways or multiple pathways will

need to be evaluated individually.34

 

A differential effect on the activity of CYP2D6 was reported in pregnant subjects. In both homozygous and heterozygous fast

metabolizers, CYP2D6 activity increased, whereas the activity of this polygenic enzyme decreased in homozygous poor

metabolizers.35 Demethylation of meperidine occurs less readily in women in labor.36 Conversely, other metabolic pathways may

be inducible. The reported increase in plasma clearance of phenytoin and phenobarbital during pregnancy has been attributed

to an increase in metabolic rate.37 The increased microsomal oxidation of carbamazepine and phenytoin during pregnancy is not

associated with a proportional increase in the subsequent hydroxylation and glucuronidation of the initial metabolite.38

Glucuronide conjugation of endogenous substances and xenobiotics (compounds foreign to the body) is inhibited during late

pregnancy.39, 40 The inhibition of glucuronosyltransferase activity may be related to the high tissue levels of progesterone and

pregnanediol. Glucuronidation of salicylamide has been found to be depressed in parturients. There is indirect evidence,

however, of increased glucuronidation of other substrates, such as zidovudine.41 The increased clearance of labetalol during

pregnancy has been linked to an increase in labetalol glucuronidation. UGT1A1 and UGT2B7 have been identified as the



enzymes producing labetalol glucuronides possibly under the modulating influence of progesterone.42

Excretion

Although almost all maternal physiologic systems undergo adjustments during pregnancy, perhaps the greatest change is seen

in the renal system. The profound changes in function are likely to affect the renal excretion of drugs. The increase in

glomerular filtration observed during pregnancy is counterbalanced to a significant extent by modifications in tubular

reabsorptive capacity. Of greatest importance from the pharmacokinetic standpoint are diurnal variations in function.

These factors are likely to markedly influence the “dosing” of drugs transferred to the fetus. Although for the purpose of this

discussion, absorption, distribution, and elimination of drugs in the maternal organism have been considered separately, the

interplay among these factors determines the time course of maternal plasma levels. Little is known about the extent to which

complications of pregnancy modify drug disposition in the mother.

ROLE OF THE PLACENTA

The placenta has been regarded as the somewhat passive and inert barrier to the transfer of drugs between the fetal and

maternal compartments. However, recent work has uncovered a bewildering number of complex functions affecting both

maternal and fetal physiology.43, 44 Two aspects of placental pharmacology assume equal importance: the transfer and

disposition of xenobiotics reaching the organ from the maternal and fetal side, and the biodegradation properties affecting

xenobiotics or being affected by them. The three major factors affecting drug transfer across the placenta are physiochemical

characteristics of the compound, pharmacologic properties of the placental tissue, and maternal and fetal placental blood flow.

Physiochemical characteristics include molecular weight, lipid solubility, degree of ionization, molecular configuration, and tissue

protein properties. Generally, lipophilic substances and compounds with low molecular weight tend to diffuse rapidly into the

fetal circulation. Poorly ionized drugs at physiologic pH, such as thiopental, reach the fetal circulation quite rapidly. Certain

compounds, such as the sympathomimetic agents, salbutamol, ritodrine, and norepinephrine, appear to have a low transfer rate

despite their small molecular weights (170–290). Still, sufficient amounts of both salbutamol and ritodrine are transferred to

produce fetal tachycardia.45, 46



The limited transfer rate of norepinephrine may be attributed in part to biodegradation by placental tissue. The purported

placental impermeability to polar compounds is relative rather than absolute. The high lipid solubility of certain compounds,

such as salicylates, allows for rapid transfer despite being almost 100% ionized at physiologic pH. Xenobiotics cross the placenta

by different transfer mechanisms: simple diffusion, facilitated diffusion, active transport, and pinocytosis. The metabolic

conversion by the placenta of one compound into another compound that in turn may be transferred cannot be discounted. Most

drugs cross the placenta by simple diffusion at a rate that is directly related to the difference between the maternal and fetal

blood concentrations. Recent studies have shown that the syncytiotrophoblast expresses membrane proteins that act as drug

transporters.47 P-glycoprotein, multidrug resistant proteins (MRP 1–3), and breast cancer resistant protein (BPCRP) may be

involved in the efflux of drugs into the maternal circulation. P-glycoprotein, an ATP-dependent drug efflux pump, is present in

the brush border of the syncytiotrophoblast.48 Drug transport by P-glycoprotein is unidirectional from the fetal to the maternal

side and thus protects the fetus from toxic compounds. A wide variety of drugs are substrates for this transporter (e.g., digoxin,

verapamil, chemotherapeutic agents). Transporters in the opposite direction have not been sufficiently characterized.

Transporters, including organic anion transporter (OATP) serotonin transporter, norepinephrine transporter (NET), and several

organic transporters are also expressed in the placenta, but their pharmacologic role remains unknown. The role of the carnitine
transporter is in the delivery of carnitine to the fetus, however, a number of pharmacologic active compounds such as verapamil
and cephaloridine may utilize this transporter. Bile acid transporters are present in the placenta and may be important in the
efflux of compounds back into the maternal circulation. The physiologic role of placental nucleoside transporters (ENT 1 and 2) is
to facilitate the transport of purine and pyrimidine nucleosides from the mother to the fetus. A significant number of drugs
including anticancer drugs may utilize these transport systems. There are transport systems in animal studies for which no

endogenous susbstrates have been identified.49, 50, 51, 52 

The placenta undergoes continuous structural changes during its life span that are likely to significantly affect rates of drug

diffusion. Studies in the pregnant rodent seem to indicate that drug transfer is lowest in midgestation and peaks at the beginning

and end of pregnancy.53 There is little information on the effect of placental aging on drug transfer in normal human pregnancy,

let alone those changes that occur during abnormal conditions, when drugs are most often prescribed. The relative maternal and

fetal blood flow through the placenta is of paramount importance in determining the rate of drug transfer from mother to fetus

and vice versa.



Adequate measurements of uterine blood flow are flawed by technical difficulties. Despite this, several studies have shown an

increase in uterine flow per kilogram of uterine weight toward term. When data are analyzed in terms of uterine blood flow per

kilogram of fetus, however, a decrease is demonstrated at term. The typical time course of uterine and fetal plasma

concentrations usually follows the pattern:

1 . Establishment of a maternal–fetal concentration gradient;

2. Equilibration phase, in which the highest fetal drug concentration will depend on the placental factors discussed above;

3. Fetal drug elimination phase. During this period, the combined effects of maternal drug biodegradation and elimination lower maternal

drug concentrations, creating a fetal–maternal gradient and reversing the direction of drug transfer across the placenta.

Delivery can occur at any point during this sequential pattern, and its timing will determine the amount of drug present and the

ability of the newborn to handle xenobiotics. Many factors can influence maternal and fetal hemodynamics, thereby disturbing

maternal and fetal drug distribution. Those affecting maternal hemodynamics are briefly reviewed here. A decrease in

uteroplacental blood flow may be secondary to vasoconstriction of myometrial arterioles or obstruction of uterine venous

outflow. The amount of drug transfer to the fetus, especially after a single intravenous pulse injection, will vary depending on

the type of blood flow obstruction and the temporal relationship between drug administration and the onset of uterine

hypoperfusion. For drugs given before the onset of uterine blood flow obstruction, myometrial arteriole vasoconstriction will

tend to protect the fetus, whereas venous obstruction, by allowing a longer period of placental residency time, will result in

increased fetal drug extraction. Alterations in uterine blood flow of particular interest are those related to abnormal labor,

excessive uterine activity (spontaneous or oxytocin-induced), vasoactive drugs, or vena cava compression and supine

hypotension, as may occur at the time of removal of amniotic fluid.

Pathophysiologic conditions, such as preeclampsia, hypertension, and diabetes, which may be associated with impaired

uteroplacental blood flow, can be expected to decrease drug transfer across the placenta. On the other hand, these

pathophysiologic conditions often are associated with profound fetal hemodynamic changes that favor drug distribution to the

fetal brain.

The demonstration that the human placenta is capable of metabolizing xenobiotics spurred a burst of investigative activity.



Placental CYP1A1 is inducible by maternal smoking. CYP4B1 and CYP19 may contribute to the metabolism of some drugs.54

The picture emerging from the available research, however, indicates that although the placenta is a major metabolic organ for

the biotransformation of endogenous substances, especially steroidal hormones, its contribution to the overall degradation of

drugs during pregnancy is quantitatively meager.55 The demonstration that foreign organic substances could undergo

oxygenation in human placental tissues raises the possibility that xenobiotics and endogenous steroids might share common

biotransformation reactions. The balance of present evidence, however, refutes this contention and supports the existence of

separate P450 species of isoenzymes for the catalysis of xenobiotic and steroidal hydroxylation reactions. The discovery that

the placental mono-oxygenase activities are inducible by maternal cigarette smoking and not by other inducers is of

considerable interest in this regard.56 The placental tissue of smokers contains bioactivating enzymes that catalyze the

formation of metabolites that covalently bind to DNA57 or produce mutations in Salmonella typhimurium.58 It remains a

challenge for researchers to determine whether the demonstrated bioactivating capacity of the placenta allows the formation of

reactive metabolites of chemical carcinogens and mutagens that could damage the embryo or the fetus.

THE FETUS

The study of the pharmacologic and toxic effects of drugs on the human fetus has been limited by lack of accessibility and by

societal and ethical constraints against human fetal research. Imaging technology has been applied to diagnose fetal disorders59,

60 and may be used to monitor fetal therapeutic interventions. The effects of drugs given during the first trimester are not

considered in this review.

During its intrauterine existence, the fetus may be exposed to a multitude of chemicals, including drugs, herbal medicines,

alcohol, caffeine, tobacco, and environmental pollutants. The available data have been gathered by different approaches: (1) in

vitro studies of drug metabolism using subcellular fractions (e.g., liver, adrenal glands) or isolated hepatocytes from aborted

fetuses; experiments with isolated cells yield more meaningful information than those performed with subcellular fraction of

tissues because the enzyme system operates under more physiologic conditions; (2) studies of drug disposition or distribution in

fetuses with lethal malformations (e.g., anencephaly) or stillbirths; and (3) postnatal pharmacokinetic studies of drugs

transferred in utero before birth. Postnatal in vivo studies using plasma elimination curves are useful for analysis of drug



distribution and effects of different dose-delivery intervals. They are, however, of limited value for studies of drug metabolism

because metabolites may be present due to transfer across the placenta (see Fig. 1), and there is a marked shift in the balance

between metabolic and excretory pathways of elimination immediately after delivery.

The late gestational period, of particular interest for this review, is also the time of fetal life that is largely beyond the reach of

investigation. The study of preterm stillborn infants is of limited value because of the pathologic circumstances under which

these studies are performed. Pregnant sheep and primate models have significantly contributed to the present understanding of

fetal drug disposition.

Distribution

The fetal circulation is so unusual that it greatly modifies drug distribution. Xenobiotics enter the fetus mostly through the

umbilical vein. Most (60–80%) of the umbilical vein flow perfuses the liver; the remainder is shunted to the inferior vena cava

by way of the ductus venosus. Dilution of umbilical venous blood in the right atrium and shunting across the foramen ovale and

ductus arteriosus into the systemic circulation significantly affect fetal drug distribution. Fetal hepatic blood flow is quite

variable and can be markedly reduced by hypoxia. Under these circumstances, drugs bypass the liver and can reach high

concentrations in the fetal brain and other tissues. The physiologic characteristics of the fetal circulation are such that even

under normal circumstances, the brain of the fetus receives a larger share of the cardiac output than the brain at any other

period in life. Redistribution of the cardiac output away from nonessential vascular beds during asphyxia may have a profound

effect on drug distribution to the fetal brain and heart. The recent discovery of the lack of autoregulation of the cerebral

circulation in preterm infants may render this organ even more vulnerable to large infusions of drugs under hypoxic conditions.

The composition of fetal blood itself may produce changes in drug distribution that are clinically significant. Fetal serum proteins

usually bind drugs to a lesser degree than adult proteins.61, 62 This results in an increase in the proportion of unbound free drug

that is responsible for pharmacologic effect. This difference in binding affinity is not universal. Neonatal and adult sera bind

digoxin to a similar extent, and fetal red cells take up more trichloroethylene than maternal erythrocytes. The reduced plasma

protein binding of various drugs is due to a combination of factors: reduced total plasma protein, persistence of fetal albumin

with lower binding affinity for drugs, lower concentration of immunoglobulins, and competitive binding of endogenous



substances and compounds of maternal origin.

The kinetics of drug distribution to various tissues and body compartments is profoundly affected by the remarkable changes in

fetal body composition that occur during pregnancy. Total body water content decreases from about 94% of total body weight at

16 weeks of gestation to about 76% at term. A progressive decrease in extracellular water is responsible for the change. Fat,

which is virtually absent in fetuses weighing less than 1000 g, is accrued during the last trimester. Even at term, fat tissue is

relatively scarce (15% of body weight) and contains more water than similar tissue from older individuals. The relative paucity

of fat tissue limits the distribution in fetal tissues of lipid-soluble compounds such as barbiturates, general anesthetics, and

diazepam. The changes in the composition of individual organs and their relative contribution to the overall body composition

further complicate the understanding of drug distribution in the fetus. In relation to total body mass, the newborn has less

skeletal muscle and greater brain and liver tissue than the adult. The composition of fetal brain tissue is also quite different from

adults in that its myelin content is low and its water content is relatively large. These compositional changes, coupled with high

cerebral blood flow with preferential perfusion of brain stem structures, are likely to lead to different distribution of flow-

dependent lipophilic compounds in the fetal brain.

Amniotic fluid dynamics

Fetal drug clearance depends on the combined contribution of fetal renal excretion and hepatic metabolism. The interposition of

the amniotic fluid compartment between mother and fetus adds an element of complexity to the distribution and disposition of

drugs reaching the fetus.

Although the possibility of direct maternal amniotic fluid exchange cannot be excluded, if it occurs it is likely to be small. Most

exchange occurs through the fetus. In this, the amniotic fluid compartment should be considered as one of the fetal excretory

pathways, but because of fetal swallowing, recirculation is likely to occur. Sequestration of drugs in the fetal gut must also be

considered. Recent interest in fetal therapeutics has raised the possibility of amniotic fluid infusion of drugs. Although promising,

studies are still preliminary and in the animal testing stage.63 The limited data available suggest that water-soluble compounds

enter the fetal compartment slowly, probably by fetal swallowing. In contrast, lipid-soluble compounds introduced into the

amniotic sac reach the fetus much more rapidly and in significant amounts. It has been speculated that lipid-soluble molecules



enter the fetus through the skin or the fetal surface of the placenta, or both. Systematic studies are needed to clarify the various

factors determining drug absorption by this route.

Metabolism of xenobiotics

Research has clearly demonstrated that the human fetus is endowed with a well-developed system of xenobiotic metabolizing

enzymes.64 Enzymatic activities, however, are significantly reduced in comparison with adult values but appear to increase with

advancing fetal and postnatal age. The most significant pathways of drug biotransformation are oxidative reactions. The

enzymatic systems that are located in the microsomal fraction of hepatocytes also catalyze the biotransformation of fatty acids,

bile acids, and steroid hormones. It is likely that endogenous substances have a much higher affinity for the terminal oxidase in

the microsomal system than do xenobiotics. The different components of the microsomal oxidizing system that function as an

electron transport chain are present in the human fetal liver at levels one-fifth to four-fifths those of the adult. Cytochrome

P450, the last component in the chain, is already present in the human fetal liver by the latter part of the first trimester.65

Studies of postmortem liver samples have shown the total P450 content remains stable from the first trimester of pregnancy in

the fetus until the first year of postnatal life.66

Studies comparing cytochrome P450-dependent enzyme activities of adult liver, placenta microsomes, and fetal liver suggest

that the differences between these tissues are due to the existence of different tissue-specific isoenzymes.67 CYP2C proteins are

absent from the fetal liver. Hydroxylation of tolbutamide and demethylation of diazepam depend on CYP2C activity. The P450

subfamily CYP3A includes three isoforms: CYP3A4, CYP3A5, and CYP3A7. CYP3A7 is mostly expressed in the fetal liver and is

replaced at birth by CYP3A4.68 CYP1A2 and CYP2D6 are not expressed in the fetus. The N-demethylation of caffeine and

theophylline is particularly deficient, probably because CYP1A2 is involved in their metabolism.69

Knowledge of the fetal ontogenic profiles of CYP proteins is an important step toward the estimation of risk associated with fetal

drug exposure. Substrates that have been metabolized by phase I (e.g., CYP proteins) enzymes are further biotransformed by

phase II conjugation drug-metabolizing enzymes. Among synthetic phase II reactions, sulfate conjugation and glycine

conjugation are especially efficient and approach rates found in adults. It has been suggested that these well-developed

reactions compensate for the deficiency in glucuronic acid conjugation by glucuronyl transferases (UGTs) in fetal life. The large



amounts of sulfate conjugates of steroids in human fetal tissues support this hypothesis. UGTs consist of at least 18 different

isoforms. UGT1A1 is responsible for the conjugation of bilirubin, steroids, and several drugs. UTG2B7 is the most important

isoform responsible for the metabolism of morphine, opioid derivatives, lorazepam, and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory

agents.70 Although UGTs enhance renal excretion of hydrophilic intermediates, glucuronide metabolites may be potentially

toxic. For example, glucuronide metabolites of morphine are active (morphine-6-glucuronide is 100 times more potent than

morphine and morphine-3-glucuronide is neuroexcitatory). It has been shown that fetal baboons conjugate morphine at both 3-

OH and 6-OH positions.71 The formation of zidovudine-glucuronide during fetal infusions in baboons also gives credence to a

significant contribution of fetal glucuronidation to the nonplacental clearance of both drugs. Biochemical assays of UGTs in fetal

hepatic tissues have shown limited activity (less than 20% of adult activity).72 Studies are needed to compare in vitro UGT

activities with rates of metabolite formation in fetal animals. Further, because UGTs are inducible, patterns of their fetal

expression may vary during pregnancy.

Molecular and genetic tools are now available to probe for specific CYPs and UGTs and to determine factors responsible for their

expression in the fetus. A major goal for future research is the quantification of the nonplacental clearance attributable to fetal

metabolism. The possibility of increased concentration of drugs or their metabolites that may even exceed maternal

concentrations needs to be considered, particularly when placental transfer back to the mother is compromised. Fetal

consequences may ensue if toxic active metabolites are increased.73 Alternatively, fetal drug concentrations may be decreased

by fetal metabolism. This may be of significant concern if the fetus is the target of therapy, as in the prevention of HIV perinatal

transmission (e.g., zidovudine therapy).

The low levels of blood esterase activities in preterm infants partially explain the cardiac and respiratory depression observed

at birth when local anesthetics containing ester bonds are used during labor and delivery.

Extrahepatic sites for xenobiotic metabolism have attracted considerable interest. Present knowledge is preliminary and allows

only tentative conclusions. Considerable activity toward some substrates has been found in the adrenal, pancreas, and gonad

tissue of the human fetus. Activation of some compounds such as diethylstilbestrol and aromatic hydrocarbons has been related

to these findings.74 Inducibility of fetal biotransformation reactions remains a fascinating but modestly understood subject.



Xenobiotics, including alcohol administered in large doses and for prolonged periods during the first half of pregnancy, may

induce drug-metabolizing enzymes in human fetal liver.75 Pharmacokinetic studies of diazepam and phenytoin in newborns

exposed in utero support the concept of transplacental induction by anticonvulsants.76, 77

Excretion

Although the placenta is a major excretory organ, secondary excretory routes may affect the residency time of drugs in the fetal

compartment. Xenobiotics or their metabolites may be excreted by the fetal kidneys. Fetal urination contributes significantly to

amniotic fluid formation. Hypotonic urine has been obtained from the fetal bladder as early as 12 weeks of gestation. It has been

estimated that close to term, the fetus produces 600–800 mL/day of very hypotonic urine (80–140 mOsm/kg water). Water-

soluble lipid-insoluble drugs such as antibiotics may be excreted in significant amounts in the fetal urine during the last

trimester. The high rate of urine production and high fetal urine concentration of these drugs account for peak amniotic fluid

concentrations that are higher than maternal or fetal plasma. A trapping effect of these compounds in the amniotic fluid after

excretion by the fetal kidney occurs because equilibration with either fetal or maternal compartments is likely to be a very slow

process. Indeed, there are many examples of compounds that accumulate in the amniotic fluid by this mechanism. Ampicillin,

penicillin, kanamycin, gentamicin, sulfonamides, methicillin, and some of the cephalosporins behave in this manner.

Evidence supporting this mechanism comes from acute experiments in late pregnancy. When ampicillin was given by pulse

intravenous injection to the mother, peak levels in fetal serum were demonstrated 30–60 minutes after injection, and prolonged

peak concentrations were found in the amniotic fluid 6–12 hours later. When the fetus was dead, however, only insignificant

amounts of ampicillin could be demonstrated in the amniotic fluid.78 The fetal skin may play a role as a minor fetal excretory

pathway, particularly during the second trimester. Experiments using nitrous oxide in primates provide support for this

excretory mechanism.79 The recent demonstration of a sizable tidal flow of amniotic fluid through the fetal lungs in relation to

fetal respiratory movements during the last trimester raises the intriguing possibility of drug exchange at this level.80 Finally,

fetal swallowing may allow certain drugs to be recirculated. The early maturation of the intestinal enzyme glucuronidase may

make it possible to hydrolyze conjugated compounds excreted by the fetal kidney and permit their intestinal reabsorption.

Pharmacologic and toxic effects in the fetus



Drugs exert their effect at receptor sites. Information concerning the pattern of development of drug receptors during fetal life

remains sketchy, fragmentary, and for the most part unknown. From studies of the functional development of individual organs

in the fetus, it can be deduced that maturation of pharmacologic receptors is likely to proceed at different rates. With the

notable exception of the antepartum administration of glucocorticoids for the prevention of hyaline membrane disease or

treatment of fetal cardiac arrhythmias, pharmacologic manipulation of the fetus remains a hope for the future. Our present

concerns deal with toxic and teratologic effects. There are three successive periods in fetal development for drug-related

teratologic and toxic effects: (1) fertilization and implantation (days 0–17), at this stage a fetotoxic agent can cause death of the

embryo; (2) organogenesis (days 18–55), this is the most sensitive period for development of malformations; and (3) fetal

period (56 days to birth); in this stage drugs can decrease cell size and number or affect the organization of the cerebral cortical

layers.

Drugs may affect the fetus directly or indirectly by changes in maternal nutrient delivery to the fetus, changes in placental

circulation, or alterations in maternal glucose homeostasis. Both acute and chronic drug exposures can cause adverse effects.

Acute toxicity occurs mostly during labor and delivery, when the fetus abandons its major drug excretory organ, the placenta.

Rarely has fetal poisoning been the result of attempted suicide in the mother, ingestion of toxins unknown to the mother, or

mistaken medications. The overwhelming concern, however, centers on the effect of drugs and environmental chemicals during

pregnancy. Distinction between toxic and teratologic effects seems arbitrary and unwarranted. Traditionally, teratologic effects

have been defined as congenital anatomic malformations secondary to deleterious agents administered during the first trimester

of pregnancy. This definition is misleading and too confining. It is now widely acknowledged that drugs and other agents taken at

any time during gestation can produce different types of developmental defects, including prenatal or postnatal growth

retardation, distortion of cell architecture of the cerebral cortex, postnatal functional or behavioral disorders, and prenatal or

postnatal neoplasms. The concept of developmental toxicity is preferred because it is more encompassing, does not presuppose

the presence of anatomic defects, and allows consideration of functional abnormalities produced by the exposure. In fact, drug

effects may not be seen until many years after birth (e.g., adenocarcinoma of the vagina after intrauterine exposure to

diethylstilbestrol).

The fear of fetal toxicity often results in undertreatment, which in turn may complicate the interpretation of an abnormal



outcome. It is known that chronic exposure to tricyclic antidepressants may lead to fetal growth deficits. Likewise, women with

symptoms of depression have an increased risk of delivering a low-birth weight infant.

A similar situation occurs with the treatment of chronic hypertension. Prematurity and low birth weight may result from the

placental vascular changes associated with hypertension or may result from chronic exposure to some antihypertensive drugs.

A number of factors complicate the interpretation of the available data on the fetal consequences of drug exposure during

pregnancy. The determination of drug exposure by retrospective recall is known to be associated with a high error rate.

Multiple drug exposures are often not recorded; drug–drug interactions are difficult to determine; there is an overreliance on

the clinical significance and the predictive value of animal studies; and there is a paucity of long-term studies.

Obstetric-fetal pharmacology in the genomic era  

Recent advances in genomic technology and health information have led to an expansion of pharmacogenetics and a move

toward personalized medicine. The goal of tailoring drug dosage to an individual's unique genetic make-up, instead of a trial-

and-error and one-size-fits-all approach, is beginning to be realized. The application of personalized medicine in obstetrics is

complicated by the need to take into account the genetic makeup of both mother and fetus. Clinically, relevant polymorphisms

of drug metabolizing enzymes affect the disposition of specific drugs similarly in pregnant and non-pregnant women. While

genetic polymorphisms of several transport proteins and drug receptors have been described, their relevance in practice

remains unexplored. Also unknown is the role of the pregnant state on genetic expression of drug effectors. The interests of

mother and fetus are often divergent as most drugs are given to benefit the mother. Efficacy and low toxicity is paramount for

the mother and lack of toxicity is the fetal priority. In the fetus, it is often difficult to differentiate ontogenic versus genetic

factors (e.g., CYP2D6 activity is low in the fetus for both fast and slow metabolizers because genotype will not manifest until

several months after birth). Targeting therapy to genotype implies that knowledge of the efficacy/toxicity profile for each drug

is known according to genotype. In fact recommendations for drug use according to genotype have been established for few

drugs (e.g., psychotropic drugs, antiasthma drugs) and only in non-pregnant patients. Although, it is too early to foresee the

immediate implications of pharmacogenomics in obstetrics, advances in genomics will have an immediate application in the

determination of drug responses and determination of toxicity.81  



 

PREGNANCY RATINGS AND DRUG LABELS

In 1979, the FDA developed a classification system intended to provide guidance to physicians considering prescribing drugs to

pregnant women. Drugs are allocated to one of the following categories:

Category A : No risk to the fetus has been demonstrated, and there are adequate and well-controlled studies in humans.
Category B: There is no evidence of risk in human studies and animal studies are either positive or lacking.
Category C: Human studies are lacking and animal studies are positive or lacking.

Category D: Positive evidence of human fetal risk based on adverse reaction data, but the potential benefits outweigh the
potential risk.
Category X: Animal data or human data indicate fetal anomalies, and the risk of use clearly outweighs its benefits.

A review by FDA Pregnancy Labeling Task Force of 1213 drug labels listed in the Physicians' Desk Reference revealed the

following frequency distribution: category A, six drugs (five thyroid hormone supplements and one iron/folic acid supplement);

category B, 228 drugs; category C, 806 drugs; category D, 83 drugs; and category X, 90 drugs. Analysis of the information

revealed a number of inconsistencies. Studies were not done in 49% of drugs in category C and in 60% of drugs in category X;

77% of drugs in category D did not have human data. More revealing is the analysis of toxicity and teratologic data. In category

D, toxic effects were listed in 11%; 8% of drugs were teratogenic and in 4% toxic effects included evidence of teratogenicity. In

category X minimal effects were listed in 13% of the drugs reviewed, toxic effects in 6%, and teratogenic effects in 13%. Toxic

effects, including evidence of teratogenicity, were listed in 8% of the drugs in category X. Other problems with the pregnancy

ratings included incomplete or erroneous information, incorrect category assignments, and lack of updated information.

The FDA has revised the labeling system in pregnancy and added a section on "Lactation Labeling". The development of a system
that provides a realistic estimate of fetal risk from human studies and is less reliant on animal data is a major step forward.

 

Under the proposed rule the subsection entitled "Labor and Delivery" would be eliminated and the pertinent information would be



included in the proposed “Pregnancy” section.82 If adopted the proposed rule will eliminate the current five categories. Both the
"Pregnancy" and "Lactation Labeling" would include three headings: risk summary, clinical considerations, and data. The fetal risk
summary would emphasize human data. The overall risk conclusion would state if the conclusion was based on human or animal
data. When human data are available the most significant data about the effects of the drug on the fetus will be included.
Additionally, under the proposed rule, the pregnancy subsection of the labeling would be required to include information on any

pregnancy registry that had been established for the drug. 

USE OF PHARMACOKINETICS AND PHARMACODYNAMICS MODELS IN PREGNANCY

The time course of exposure to drugs in pregnancy has revealed pharmacokinetic alterations for several drugs given to

pregnant women.83 Unfortunately, the extant pharmacokinetic data for most drugs given to pregnant women are not

generalizable because of insufficient design, small sample size, use of unadjusted maternal weight values, and lack of longitudinal

studies across different gestational ages. Reference standards have varied with different comparison groups: nonpregnant

women, historical controls (mostly nonpregnant adults), adult men, and the same patients studied in their postpartum period.

The methods used to determine gestational age were also not uniform. The pharmacokinetics studies available have not been

stratified according to maternal condition (normal and abnormal pregnancies). There is a dearth of bioavailability studies.

Although the current knowledge of pharmacodynamics in pregnancy is quite limited, there is evidence of changes in drug

sensitivity for some drugs in comparison with the nonpregnant state.

The current approach for the study of pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics is the use of mathematically based models that

focus on the mechanisms of drug action. Jusko and coworkers84 described the components of

pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic models (Fig. 2). Several steps need to be considered depending on the mechanisms of drug

action between changes in drug plasma concentrations and measured effects.



Fig 2. Components of pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic models,

including pharmacokinetic factors controlling plasma concentrations (Cp),

distribution rate constant to a biophase (Ke) with effect site concentration

(Ce), inhibition or stimulation (H) of the production (kin) or removal (Kout)

of a mediator biosignal, and transduction of the response (R). (Reproduced with permission

from Jusko WJ, Ko HC, Ebling WF: Convergence of direct and indirect pharmacodynamic

response models. J Pharmacokinet Biopharm 23:5, 1995.)

For some drugs, a biphase or effect compartment is included to estimate drug concentrations at the site of pharmacologic effect.

A number of drugs exhibit delayed responses because they act by indirect mechanisms (e.g., stimulation or inhibition of

mediators or receptor-mediated process). Turnover of mediators or bound receptors represents biosignal flux. Pharmacologic

effects may utilize a signal transduction process. This cascade of events is the result of interactions between drug molecules and

receptors with or without the involvement of second messengers. The signal transduction pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic

(pk-pd) model estimates the signal transduction process that produces the drug effect or response. Wyska and Jusko85 have

applied these pk-pd models to data available in the literature. The results of this pk-pd evaluation comparing pregnant and

nonpregnant subjects revealed differences in clotting response to heparin, decreased sensitivity to labetalol, and changes in

recovery times after the intravenous administration of succinylcholine during pregnancy.

There is also experimental evidence of specific receptor alterations during pregnancy.86 A paradoxical relationship between

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic response to vecuronium has been reported. The effect of the drug increased 78%

during pregnancy, whereas its half-life was considerable decreased.87 A pk-pd correlation study of metoprolol during pregnancy

revealed a minimal difference in response: changes in blood pressure coincided with a fourfold decrease in the plasma drug

concentration.88 These observations illustrate the need to perform pk-pd correlation studies and the potential danger of making

dose adjustments in pregnancy without knowing the sensitivity of the drug. Pharmacokinetic models can also be used to relate

maternal and fetal drug concentrations and to determine fetal drug exposure.



There is a voluminous literature on maternal and newborn drug concentration ratios at birth for different drugs. The newborn

data consist of a single-point determination obtained under nonsteady-state conditions; placental circulatory changes associated

with labor further complicate the interpretation of maternal–fetal gradients and the estimation of fetal drug exposure.

The inaccessibility of the human fetus makes it necessary to use animal models, and species differences may limit the

applicability of pharmacokinetic data to humans. It is theoretically possible to use primate animal models to develop

pharmacokinetic profiles and relate them to the available information on maternal–fetal drug concentrations.

EFFECT OF PREGNANCY ON SPECIFIC CONDITIONS: PHARMACOLOGIC IMPLICATIONS

The natural history of pre-existing conditions may be altered by pregnancy, and changes in the natural history of diseases may

in turn affect response to therapy.

Between one quarter and one third of women with epilepsy experience an increase in seizure frequency during pregnancy.89

This increase appears to be unrelated to the type of seizure, the duration of epilepsy, and the frequency of seizures in previous

pregnancies.

A protective role of pregnancy has been advocated for some conditions, but systematic studies are lacking. The commonly held

view that the rates of depression during pregnancy are lower than in the nonpregnant state has been recently challenged.90 In

contrast, the increased risk of depression during the postpartum period is universally acknowledged. The course of chronic or

essential hypertension may be influenced by pregnancy. The marked hemodynamic changes and the increase in blood volume

associated with pregnancy may have a detrimental effect on pre-existing cardiovascular disease.

The risk of derangement in carbohydrate metabolism is increased during pregnancy. These alterations may lead to higher

insulin requirements in women with insulin-dependent diabetes.

The anatomic and functional changes in the respiratory system associated with pregnancy may affect the course and response

to therapy in respiratory illnesses. The changes in the immune system during pregnancy have been implicated as a cause for



worsening of asthma. The effect of pregnancy on the natural history of asthma, however, remains controversial. The increase in

circulating hormones such as progesterone and aldosterone, which are known to be competitive antagonists for

glucocorticosteroid receptors, may reduce the response to oral or inhaled steroids.91

Acute pyelonephritis complicating untreated bacteriuria is associated in a significant number of patients with a marked

reduction in creatinine clearance.92,93 This reduction in renal function can have a significant effect on the pharmacokinetics of

drugs excreted primarily by the kidneys.

SPECIFIC DRUGS: CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Data on pharmacokinetics during pregnancy are extremely scarce and often contradictory. Investigators may conclude that

adjustments in doses are necessary but stop short of making specific recommendations. An obstetrician or subspecialist can find

very little reassurance from reading the literature on specific drugs as to the most appropriate dose and treatment schedule for

his or her patient.

It has been generally assumed that drugs proven to be effective in nonpregnant patients are equally effective in pregnant

patients. Evidence of pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic changes for certain drugs has been noted above. Similarly, a

change in the course of disease during pregnancy may also alter the efficacy of drugs. In theory, randomized control trials could

be used to evaluate the efficacy of any drug given during pregnancy. It is ethically unacceptable, however, to use pregnant

women in a placebo group, with the possible exception of life-threatening conditions for which there is no effective treatment.

Longitudinal studies that objectively measure outcomes in the same women during pregnancy and in the postpartum period are

an acceptable study design.

No attempt has been made to review all drugs known to exert adverse effects on the fetus or neonate. Instead, specific drugs

have been selected according to frequency of use and availability of data in humans. Fetal effects are included, but discussion of

the relative risk is beyond the scope of this review.

Absence of demonstrable effect does not absolve a drug, because toxic manifestations of intrauterine exposure may be subtle,



unexpected, and delayed. There are serious gaps in our knowledge because often adverse effects are identified at the functional

or structural level. Unraveling of the biochemical or metabolic basis for the observed effects is fundamental if preventive

methods are to be developed. On the other hand, drugs may be given to the mother to treat the fetus (e.g., corticosteroids to

induce lung maturation). Similar pharmacokinetic and pharmacologic considerations apply as in dose-related adverse effects,

but at different dosages.

DRUGS GIVEN DURING PREGNANCY

Cardiovascular drugs

Cardiac glycosides are used in pregnancy to treat heart failure and to manage fetal tachyarrhythmias. The pharmacokinetics of

digoxin was studied during the third trimester and again in the postpartum period.56 The puzzling observation was made that

the higher digoxin renal clearance, creatinine clearance, and 24-hour urine elimination of digoxin were associated with higher

serum digoxin concentrations during the third trimester compared to the corresponding postpartum values. Recent work has

shown an endogenous digoxin-like substance produced by the placenta or fetus that interferes with the radioimmunoassay of

digoxin. Measurable amounts of this substance may explain the high digoxin levels found in the third trimester.94 Concern has

been expressed that moderate- to high-dose intrauterine infusions of dopamine, dobutamine, and norepinephrine may harm the

fetus because of decreased uterine blood flow or premature stimulation of uterine contractions.95 Limited information is

available on the use of quinidine, procainamide, lidocaine, disopyramide, amiodarone, verapamil, and other antiarrhythmic

drugs during pregnancy. Quinidine has been used extensively to treat supraventricular and ventricular tachycardia in the

mother and rarely for the termination of fetal tachyarrhythmias. No significant fetal side effects have been reported. The

pharmacokinetics of antiarrhythmics has been reviewed.96 Propranolol and other beta-adrenergic blocking agents have been

used for the treatment of atrial arrhythmias, hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy, and hyperthyroidism. The relative risk

of fetal growth retardation associated with the prolonged use of propranolol remains to be determined.

Antihypertensive medications



The major therapeutic goal of treating hypertension in pregnancy is to protect the mother from the development of acute

complications and to deliver a healthy infant.97 There is no convincing evidence that treatment of mild or moderate

hypertension prevents or delays the development of preeclampsia. Antihypertensive drugs are widely used to treat chronic

hypertension, gestational hypertension, or preeclampsia. The accurate measurement of blood pressure is essential and the

diagnosis of hypertension or preeclampsia cannot be based on a single measurement. It is important to stress that a recent

study found white coat hypertension to be common among pregnant women.98 The indications and the benefits of different

antihypertensive drugs in pregnancy have been recently reviewed.99, 100 Methyldopa, beta-blockers, calcium channel blockers,

and hydralazine have been used for all forms of hypertension. Most randomized controlled clinical trials of antihypertensive

drugs in patients with mild hypertension or preeclampsia had inadequate power to demonstrate efficacy. Similarly, comparative

trials between labetalol, nifedipine, and hydralazine were not sufficiently powered to demonstrate superiority or even

equivalence between treatments.99, 101 There is a dearth of information on the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of

most antihypertensive drugs. There is a lack of consistency in pharmacokinetic data on specific antihypertensives or between

different types of antihypertensives. In one study, an increased clearance of labetalol was demonstrated, whereas two other

studies failed to show differences between pregnant and nonpregnant patients.101, 102, 103 Plasma concentration, area under the

curve, and half-life of metoprolol were found to be decreased during the third trimester. From the pharmacologic standpoint,

hypertension in severe preeclampsia should be considered a manifestation of a complex syndrome.

Longitudinal studies are needed, particularly in the second and third trimesters, to determine the pharmacokinetic

consequences of the reduced plasma volume, decrease in protein binding, reduced hepatic metabolism, or alterations in renal

function associated with severe preeclampsia.

The unraveling of the role of mediators involved in the pathogenesis of severe preeclampsia may lead to a targeted

pharmacologic approach. For example, it has been suggested that serotonin may play an important role in preeclampsia. The

concentration of platelet-derived circulating serotonin is significantly increased in women with preeclampsia.104, 105, 106 The use

of a selective serotonin receptor antagonist (ketanserin) has been proposed for the treatment of hypertension in preeclampsia.

Few clinical trials have so far been conducted using chronic ketanserin therapy.107 A mild prolongation of the QTc interval has

been found in a few treated patients. It remains for future research to determine whether a targeted pharmacologic approach in



toxemia in preeclampsia is more efficacious and safer than conventional treatment.

All drugs given to pregnant women for the treatment of hypertension can be expected to cross the placenta and reach significant

concentrations in fetal blood. The potential adverse effects for most commonly prescribed antihypertensive drugs have not been

adequately quantified. Alpha-methyldopa, an amino acid analog, uses the same transport mechanism as vitamins and amino

acids and is an effective antihypertensive. Its popularity in nonobstetric practice has waned in recent years because of

unwanted side effects, but its unique safety for the newborn has been established extensively in obstetric literature.

Hydralazine remains the most commonly used antihypertensive for the acute treatment of severe toxemic states. This drug

occasionally produces hypotension and acute uteroplacental insufficiency resulting in fetal distress. The NHLBI guidelines for

the treatment of antihypertension in pregnancy recommend methydopa as a first-line therapy because of its safety for the

fetus; oral labetalol is an alternative. Beta-blockers and calcium antagonists are considered acceptable by the committee.108

Angiotensin-converting enzyme and ACE inhibitors administered during pregnancy may cause lethal renal failure at birth.

Magnesium sulfate, the most commonly used drug for the treatment of preeclampsia and eclampsia, is considered ineffective as

an antihypertensive agent.

Randomized or controlled studies of the use of beta-blockers (e.g., atenolol, metoprolol, and oxprenolol) in the management of

pregnancy hypertension have vindicated these agents from the pessimistic view of a high incidence of fetal side effects gathered

from anecdotal reports or retrospective studies.109 The frequency of hypotension, bradycardia, and respiratory problems was

found to be less significant than previously anticipated. With the exception of propanolol, hypoglycemia was not found to be a

problem. There remains a concern, heightened by experimental evidence, that maternal adrenoreceptor blockade may reduce

fetal tolerance to asphyxia. Labetalol, a nonselective beta-blocker with some alpha-1 blocking activity, is being evaluated.

Labetalol appears to be an effective and seemingly safe alternative to hydralazine for the treatment of hypertension in the

peripartum period.110 To date there are no convincing studies showing the superiority of labetalol. One study compared labetalol

with methyldopa in a randomized controlled trial which enrolled 176 pregnant women. Blood pressure reduction, heart rate, and

average birth weight was similar in both groups.111 In another trial comparing the two drugs, the labetalol group achieved a

faster and more efficient blood pressure control.112 Practicing obstetricians continue to rely on methyldopa because of its well



established safety record. Labetalol remains a second choice.

A large case–control study of birth defects in early pregnancy showed an increased risk of severe hypospadias for untreated

maternal hypertension and an association between hypertension, antihypertension medications and the risk of severe

hypospadias.113 The significance of this finding and the possible etiologic mechanisms involved remain undetermined.

It is possible that antihypertensive drugs, known to interact with brain neurotransmitters and thus to lower maternal blood

pressure, may interfere with the development of brain transmitters in the fetus. This possibility has not been adequately

explored.

Pulmonary pharmacology

The absorption of drugs administered by inhalation may be influenced by the physiologic changes that occur during pregnancy.

The increased pulmonary blood flow, coupled with hyperventilation, may increase the absorption of inhalants.114 This possibility

has not been documented by systematic studies. The short-term inhalation of a maximum dose of albuterol did not affect the

fetal heart rate or aortic velocities in the fetus.115

Bronchial asthma occurs in 4–8% of pregnancies. Acute asthma is potentially dangerous to the fetus. Juniper and Newhouse116

performed a meta-analysis of studies researching the effect of pregnancy on the course of asthma and found that in one third of

the affected women, the disease worsened. More importantly, pregnant women with severe asthma are more prone to have a

complicated course in pregnancy.

Severe and uncontrolled asthma during pregnancy may cause serious maternal and fetal complications such as gestational
hypertension and eclampsia and an increased risk of perinatal death. In addition inadequate control of asthma during pregnancy is

associated with a significant risk of preterm delivery.117 

Corticosteroids facilitate the effect of beta-agonists on cAMP production and decrease the activity of inflammatory cells.

Beclomethasone has been proposed as the inhalational steroid of choice for the treatment of asthma in pregnancy.116 There are

no pharmacokinetic or pharmacodynamic studies during pregnancy on oral or inhaled steroids. It has been suggested that



circulating progesterone, aldosterone, and deoxycorticosterone, which are competitive antagonists of glucocorticoid receptors,

could reduce the sensitivity to oral or inhaled steroids during pregnancy,118 but to date no studies have addressed this

possibility.

Human data dealing with the safety of drugs during pregnancy are usually limited to observational studies. There is one

randomized controlled study supporting the efficacy of inhaled beclomethasone for the treatment of asthma during pregnancy.119

Other therapeutic options such as cromolyn and nedocromil deserve consideration as alternatives to inhaled corticosteroids. In
cases of severe persistent asthma add-on therapy (e.g., leukotriene receptor antagonists, long-acting beta 2-adrenergic agonists)

should be considered.120 No significant adverse effects or congenital malformations have been reported with maternal inhaled
steroid exposure. In contrast, a meta-analysis of published studies on the use of systemic steroids during the first trimester of

pregnancy revealed an increased risk of oral clefts.121

Pharmacologic treatment of gestational diabetes

Insulin has been the traditional treatment for gestational diabetes unresponsive to dietary control.122 The worldwide increase in

the incidence of type 2 diabetes, has stimulated the development of newer antidiabetic drugs that are more effective or have a

better risk–benefit ratio than the first generation sulfonylureas. However, concerns over the teratogenicity of oral antidiabetic

drugs have limited their use in pregnancy.123 Animal studies have found no evidence of teratogenicity of glyburide, glipzide,

metformin or rosiglitazone. Unfortunately, human information is inadequate or not available for many of these compounds.

Safety of antidiabetic drugs in pregnancy must include evidence of lack harmful toxic effects (e.g., hypoglycemia, macrosomia) in

the fetus. Transplacental transfer is a major determinant of the fetal toxicity of antidiabetic agents. The insulin analog insulin

Lispro does not cross the placenta because of its large molecular weight. The breast cancer resistant protein protects the fetus

by blocking glyburide penetration across the placenta.124 A recent review of randomized controlled trials and observational

studies of maternal and neonatal outcomes treated with oral antidiabetic drugs compared with insulin found four randomized

and five observational studies.125 No significant difference in glycolic control or cesarian deliveries was found in the randomized

trials (two trials compared insulin to glyburide, one trial compared insulin, glyburide, and acarbose and one trial compared

insulin to metformin. Despite studies showing a high success rate of glyburide, there are reports of glyburide-associated



macrosomia, neonatal hypoglycemia, and increased risk of preeclampsia.126 Further research is needed before glyburide and

other newer oral antidiabetic drugs can be recommended for routine use in pregnancy.

Psychopharmacologic drugs

Psychopharmacologic drugs are commonly used as sedatives and for the treatment of psychiatric conditions. It has been

estimated that 35% of pregnant women receive psychotropic drugs.127 As with other drugs used in pregnancy, there is a lack of

pharmacokinetic and efficacy studies for most psychotropic drugs.

Lithium is used for the treatment of bipolar states. During pregnancy there is a decrease in the plasma lithium concentration
compared with the nonpregnant state. Lithium carbonate readily crosses the placenta. Marked cyanosis and hypotonia are signs of
intoxication at birth. Lithium inhibits thyroid hormone secretion. In adults, goiter is a well-known side effect of lithium carbonate
therapy. Goiter and transient hypothyroidism have been infrequently reported in neonates as a consequence of fetal exposure to

lithium carbonate.128 Nephrogenic diabetes insipidus, a common side effect in adults treated with lithium, has also been described

in infants whose mothers were treated with this medication.129 The use of lithium during pregnancy has been associated with

perinatal complications and reversible neonatal toxicity including depressed neurological status, hypotonia, and lethargy.130

Clorazepate, a drug used for the treatment of anxiety, has been studied during the last trimester of pregnancy and after

delivery. The drug plasma concentration and half-life were found to decrease and clearance was found to increase at the end of

pregnancy.131 There is limited information on the pharmacokinetics of antidepressants during pregnancy. Protein binding of

tricyclic antidepressants, benzodiazepines, and neuroleptics is decreased, with a consequent increase in the free fraction of the

drug. At standard doses, the blood concentrations of clomipramine and imipramine decrease during pregnancy.132

There are no data on the effects of pregnancy on the plasma concentration of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs),

bupropion, trazodone, or sertraline. It is an unfortunate practice to reduce the dosage or even discontinue antidepressants on

learning that a patient is pregnant. This practice increases the likelihood of a relapse and sometimes leads to suicide.

Exposure to SSRIs in late gestation may result in clinical manifestations including neurobehavioral, respiratory, gastrointestinal,

and persistence of pulmonary hypertension syndrome in as many as 30% of neonates.133 Recent studies have shown increased



depressive symptoms in late pregnancy, requiring dose increases to achieve remission.134 A number of isolated case reports have
documented that adverse fetal effects may occur with the maternal administration of psychotropic drugs. Withdrawal symptoms
have been reported in newborns exposed in utero to drugs such as desmethylimipramine, ethchlorvynol, pentazocine, and

chlordiazepoxide.135, 136, 137 The variability in the onset, severity, and duration of symptoms can be ascribed to many factors,
including the type of drug, maternal dosage, fetal accumulation, and patterns of drug elimination after birth. The limited ability of
the newborn to metabolize and eliminate these drugs may be responsible for the fact that withdrawal symptoms may be
significantly delayed for 2–4 weeks. The clinical symptomatology cannot be distinguished from that of infants undergoing narcotic

withdrawal. Tremors, irritability, a high-pitched cry, hypertonicity, and, on occasions, loose stools and vomiting have been
observed. 

Withdrawal signs from phenothiazines feature extrapyramidal signs, including opisthotonus, hypertonia, and hand posturing,

which persist for several months in some infants. Tricyclic antidepressants are slowly metabolized by the fetus and newborn;

withdrawal symptoms include heart failure, tachycardia, myoclonus, and urinary retention. The risks and benefits of

psychotropic drugs have been reviewed.138

Anticonvulsant medications

Management of epilepsy during pregnancy constitutes a therapeutic challenge. The goal is to keep the patient seizure-free while

minimizing the adverse effects of antiepileptic drugs on the fetus.139 The plasma concentrations of antiepileptic drugs (AEDs)

decrease during pregnancy. The percentage decreases in total AED plasma concentrations in the third trimester for

carbamazepine, phenytoin, phenobarbital, and ethosuximide are 40%, 56%, 55%, and 90%, respectively. Several mechanisms

may be responsible for this decline: intestinal malabsorption, decreased plasma protein binding (particularly to albumin),

increased drug metabolism, and induction of metabolizing enzymes by comedications.140, 141 The plasma concentrations of the

different AEDs decline at different rates throughout pregnancy but consistently return to nonpregnant levels in the postpartum

period. Since 1993, eight new and effective AEDs have been approved for use in adults: felbamate, gabapentin, lamotrigine,

oxcarbazepine, topiramate, tiagabine, trileptal, and zonisamide. Scanty information is available on the effectiveness and safety

profile of these newer AEDs during pregnancy.



Numerous reports have highlighted the teratogenic effects of phenytoin and other AEDs.142, 143 Infants exposed to AEDs in

utero are twice as likely to develop birth defects as those not exposed to these compounds. The risk of congenital

malformations, including neural tube defects, after exposure to the new AEDs is not known.144 The fetal hydantoin syndrome

consists of unusual facies, digit and nail hypoplasia, and growth and mental retardation, along with other congenital anomalies.

This syndrome has been linked with the development of neural crest tumors.145 Age at presentation of the neoplasms has varied

between 1 day and 36 months.

Pregnancy registries set up to obtain information about the potential risks of fetal exposure to AEDs, in particular major congenital

malformations (MCMs), suggest that valproate exposure increases the frequency of congenital malformations more than other
AEDs. Furthermore, follow-up studies have drawn attention to cognitive impairments in later childhood after prenatal exposure to

valproate.146

Folate deficiency during pregnancy has been widely documented in women taking anticonvulsants; its relationship to adverse

pregnancy outcome remains to be determined.147, 148 Fetuses exposed to AEDs are known to develop bleeding tendencies during

the first day of life. This coagulopathy, initially reported after exposure to phenobarbital, has also been described in newborns

exposed to phenytoin, carbamazepine, diazepam, mephobarbital, amobarbital, and ethosuximide. It would appear that

anticonvulsants antagonize the action of vitamin K by preventing the hepatic gamma carboxylation of the vitamin K-dependent

coagulation factors: II (prothrombin), VII, IX, and X.149 In vitamin K-deficient states, an abnormal type of prothrombin named

protein-induced vitamin K absence factor (PIVKA II) is produced. In the coagulopathy induced by AEDs, the maternal

concentration of coagulation factors remains normal; the fetus has a decrease in the above-mentioned clotting factors and an

increase in PIVKA II. Despite the decrease in clotting factors, the fetus receives enough maternal vitamin K in utero. After

birth, exogenous sources must be provided.

Fetal exposure to AEDs may be influenced by drug transporting proteins in the placenta, including P-glycoprotein (P-gp),

multidrug resistance protein (MRP) 1, and breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP).150 Genetic variations in the expression and
activity of these transport proteins may influence fetal exposure to AEDs and thus the risk of teratogenicity. Identification of a
hierarchy of haplotypes ranging from susceptible to protective of congenital abnormalities could assist genetic counseling, in
assessing fetal risks from exposure to AEDs.



The rational use of AEDs during pregnancy requires knowledge of the pharmacokinetic characteristics through establishment of

pk-pd correlations, routes of administration, and the effect of coadministering competing drugs. The gaps in current knowledge

allow only tentative recommendations to be made. Use of single-drug therapy is preferable whenever possible. The drug of

choice is the one that provides optimal seizure control with minimal side effects. With the possible exception of trimethadione,

the risk of teratogenicity is relatively small. Overestimating this risk may be in itself an even greater risk if one considers the

outcome of poorly controlled epilepsy.

Plasma drug levels should be frequently monitored because of the increased requirements during pregnancy. This latter factor

is particularly significant with phenytoin during the third trimester. Measurement of total plasma phenytoin levels during

pregnancy does not reflect the amount of pharmacologically active free drug and is therefore inadequate. Saliva phenytoin

measurements correlate closely with free phenytoin levels in plasma and offer a practical solution to the problem of estimating

therapeutic concentrations.151 The doses needed for maintenance often reach amounts that could be considered toxic in the

nonpregnant state.

Status epilepticus should be approached with the same therapeutic conviction in the pregnant patient as in other adult patients.

Because of inadequate oxygenation and circulation, timidity in prescribing constitutes a bigger threat to the fetus than the

untoward effects that may be associated with rapid intravenous loading doses of anticonvulsants.

Antineoplastic agents and immunosuppressant agents

Because of improvements in the effectiveness of therapy for pediatric malignancies, an increasing number of girls with cancer

are reaching reproductive age. The use of antineoplastic drugs may be associated with premature delivery. The association may

be coincidental because premature birth may be due to poor nutrition, overt metastatic disease, and possible prior abdominal

irradiation. A study of 33 offspring of women who received abdominal irradiation for Wilms tumor showed a 21% incidence of

prematurity.152 The major concern regarding the use of antineoplastic agents in pregnancy, however, is their teratogenic

potential. Teratogenic risk is related to several factors, including whether single- or multiple-drug regimens are used, the time



of exposure, and the class of antineoplastic agents used. Antineoplastic drugs as a group comprise several chemically different

and unrelated compounds (e.g., antimetabolites, alkylating agents, spindle poisons, antibiotics, and hormones). The

demonstration of embryotoxic effects in pregnant hospital personnel exposed to antineoplastic agents is of considerable interest

and indicates the need for appropriate precautions.153 It has been estimated that fewer than 1 in 70,000 pregnancies is

complicated by leukemia.154 The question of what to do with a pregnancy when the diagnosis of leukemia is established cannot

be easily answered. It is generally accepted that therapeutic abortion should be recommended in patients requiring

chemotherapy during the first trimester of pregnancy.

Chemotherapy for acute leukemia during the second trimester is controversial. Pregnancy may be allowed to continue if the

mother is willing to accept the unknown risk of fetal anomalies. The type and combination of drugs, timing within the second

trimester, and variety of leukemia will influence fetal outcome. It is generally conceded that chemotherapy is relatively safe if

treatment is started during the last trimester of pregnancy. Certain drugs, such as alkylating agents and procarbazine, should be

avoided at all stages of pregnancy.

The use of cyclophosphamide is associated with an increased therapeutic risk, but the magnitude of the risk remains undefined.

There are serious gaps in our knowledge in this area. The above recommendations are based on a rather small number of

patients.154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159 Potential delayed toxicity, risks of leukemia in childhood, and acquired genetic disorders are

concerns that have not been adequately explored.

Pregnancy associated breast cancer is increasing in frequency and is estimated to be the second most frequent malignancy in

obstetrics. There are few limitations in treatment choices, except for radiotherapy, and hormonal of antibody treatment.

Treatment recommendations are based on nonrandomized studies mostly case reports and anecdotal series of patients.160

The increased survival of organ transplant recipients raises concern about the fetal effects of immunosuppressant drugs. Infants

born to women who received renal transplants have perinatal complications including intrauterine growth retardation, marrow

hypoplasia with leukopenia, and thrombocytopenia. It is not clear whether these complications are due to the toxic effects of

azathioprine or chronic immunosuppression.161



Antituberculous drugs

Tuberculosis is more aggressive during pregnancy, particularly in HIV-positive women. HIV co-infection results in greater

mortality in developing countries.162

The potential teratogenicity of antituberculosis compounds during pregnancy has been reviewed.163 Setting aside concerns over

possible embryotoxic effects, the so-called first-line drugs (i.e., isoniazid, ethambutol, and rifampin) seem to be relatively safe.

The most commonly used regimens whenever a tuberculous infection is detected are isoniazid, ethambutol, isoniazid plus

rifampin, or isoniazid plus ethambutol plus rifampin. Pooling data from different investigators, the survey uncovered a

remarkable margin of safety for isoniazid: more than 95% of 1480 pregnancies studied resulted in the birth of a normal term

infant.

About 1% of the infants were noted to be abnormal; it is not clear from the report whether those abnormalities were related to

the well-known central nervous system toxicity of the drug. Isoniazid readily crosses the placenta and may achieve fetal plasma

concentrations higher than those in the maternal plasma. When isoniazid is used, supplemental pyridoxine is recommended

because of the increased requirement for this vitamin during pregnancy. Streptomycin ototoxicity was found in an unexpected

large number of fetuses exposed to the drug: one in six of the fetuses exhibited some degree of hearing loss or vestibular

dysfunction. The authors emphasized that streptomycin ototoxicity is not confined to the period of embryogenesis because it

can occur at any time during pregnancy. Ethambutol was found to be safe, but the relatively small number of rifampin

pregnancies studied precluded a definite pronouncement about its safety.

Occasionally, because of resistance, drugs other than the primary agents cited may be needed. Unfortunately, there is no

available information on the pharmacokinetics of para-aminosalicylic acid, viomycin, or capreomycin. Further, their use is

limited mostly because of potential side effects on the mother rather than for concern of untoward effects on the fetus.

Ethionamide is considered contraindicated in pregnancy because of its teratogenic effect.164

Anticoagulants



The treatment of thrombophlebitis and other embolic disorders during pregnancy poses a special problem in the choice of

anticoagulants that are safe for the fetus. Heparin is the anticoagulant most commonly used because of its large molecular

weight, ranging from 4000 to 40,000 daltons; only an insignificant amount of this drug cross the placenta, and therefore, it does

not affect the fetus. Disadvantages of heparin include the variability of biologic activity of commercial preparations, the need for

parenteral administration, and the difficulty in monitoring bioeffect.

Pregnancy produces an increase in the concentration of coagulation factors, particularly fibrinogen and factor VIII.165 The

physiologic increase in the levels of coagulation factors can produce a shortening of the activated partial thromboplastin time

(APTT) compared to nonpregnant controls. In addition, nonspecific plasma protein binding increases in pregnancy. The binding

of high-molecular-weight chains of unfractionated heparin to plasma protein results in lower plasma heparin measurable levels

compared to nonpregnant women.166 A corollary of these findings is the potential of overdosing when the heparin dosage is

based on APTT standards based on the nonpregnant therapeutic range.

Adverse maternal effects of unfractionated heparin therapy are thrombocytopenia, hypersensitivity, and osteopenia. The

incidence of heparin-induced osteopenia is low.167

Although bone loss associated with heparin exposure in pregnancy may be partially reversed a year after therapy, it is unknown

whether it can contribute to the risk of osteoporosis later in life.168

Low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) has several advantages over unfractionated heparin. LMWH binds less readily to

plasma protein compared to unfractionated heparin. LMWH also has a more predictable dose–response and half-life.169 The

pharmacokinetics of LMWH during pregnancy has not been adequately studied. LMWH distributes in plasma and is excreted by

the kidneys. Physiologic changes such as an increased glomerular filtration rate and an increase in plasma volume may alter the

biodisposition of LMWH during pregnancy. It has been shown that LMWH given at prophylactic doses results in peak and

trough heparin levels, measured by antifactor Xa activity, that are lower during pregnancy when compared to the nonpregnant

state.170

Current evidence indicates that LMWH does not increase the risk of maternal bleeding provided that the drug is discontinued at



least 12 hours prior to delivery to prevent postpartum bleeding. The incidence of LMWH appears low compared to unfractionated
heparin. Fondaparanux or danaparoid may offer an alternative to the use of unfractionated heparin in pregnant women with

heparin-induced thrombocytopenia.171

Warfarin, with a molecular weight of 1000, crosses the placenta and profoundly affects the fetal prothrombin time. Pregnant

women receiving warfarin in early pregnancy because of prosthetic heart valves are at risk to give birth to deformed children.

The fetal warfarin embryopathy associated with exposure during the first trimester of pregnancy includes abnormal facies

(hypoplastic nose and depressed nasal bridge), stippled epiphysis and vertebrae, extremity shortening, central nervous system

dysfunction (including mental retardation), and eye abnormalities. Exposure only during the second and third trimesters is

associated with optic atrophy, microphthalmia, agenesis of the corpus callosum, and Dandy-Walker malformation. The risk of

significant abnormalities is low and has been estimated at 6.4% (95% confidence interval 4.6–8.9%).172 Warfarin exposure is also

associated with an abnormally high incidence of spontaneous abortion and intrauterine fetal death.173 The disadvantages to the

use of warfarin in pregnancy are such that it should be reserved for the rare situation in which it is impossible to use heparin or

dicumarol.174

Antithyroid medications

The fetal thyroid begins to function around the fourth month of gestation. At any time thereafter, antithyroid drugs, such as the

thioureas, can inhibit fetal thyroxin synthesis and produce a congenital goiter. These goiters are not large, regress

spontaneously after birth, and are rarely associated with hypothyroidism. Goiter has been observed in about 10% of mothers so

treated, and the incidence of goiter is not dose-related. It has also been observed in one of a pair of twins, thus emphasizing the

capricious incidence.175

The goal of the treatment of mothers with Grave's disease should be aimed at keeping maternal free thyroxine concentrations

close to the upper limits of normal for non-pregnant patients.176 The use of iodine-125-labeled fibrinogen, frequently used for

the identification of deep venous thrombosis, is contraindicated in pregnancy because radioactive iodine crosses the placenta and

is concentrated by the fetal thyroid after the 12th week of pregnancy. Povidone–iodine or iodine-containing solutions used for



disinfection during labor and delivery can be absorbed and transiently affect thyroid function in the newborn.177 Propylthiouracil

and methimazole are used for treatment of maternal hyperthyroidism; of the two, the former appears to be clinically preferable,

because it may be transferred into the fetal circulation less readily than is the latter.178 Also, methimazole has been associated

with scalp defects known as aplasia cutis.179

Hypothyroidism during pregnancy

There is compeling evidence indicating that children of mothers with hypothyroidism untreated during the first trimester of

pregnancy, may have diminished intellectual cognitive abilities. Treatment with levothyroxine of women with subclinical

hypothyroidism and positive thyroid antibodies remains controversial.180 

Adrenal steroid hormones

Prednisone and related compounds are not uncommonly used during pregnancy for the treatment of a wide variety of disorders.

Concern over possible effects on the fetal pituitary–adrenal axis has been tempered by the knowledge of the poor placental

transfer of prednisone. Although the overwhelming majority of infants born to mothers receiving prednisone have normal

cortisol production, several cases of hypoglycemia with or without hypoadrenalism have been reported. Spontaneous recovery is

almost always universal. The rare reports of neonatal deaths due to adrenal insufficiency proven by postmortem examination

occurred in infants whose mothers received high corticosteroid doses.

Anti-infective drugs

Several studies have indicated that the pharmacokinetics of beta-lactam antibiotics is altered during pregnancy.181 The

elimination of ampicillin is increased during pregnancy. In one study the maximal and minimal concentrations of ampicillin at 10

weeks of gestation and at term after an equivalent dose were found to be less than two-thirds and approximately half the

concentrations, respectively, of those obtained in nonpregnant women.182 Cefazolin, cefuroxime, and cephradine have

significantly decreased plasma concentrations and half-lives during pregnancy compared with those obtained in the

nonpregnant state.183, 184



Most antibiotics cross the placenta even some with molecular weights higher than 1000 kDa (e.g., vancomycin and colistimethate).
A handful of antibiotics (e.g., ampicillin, methicillin) cross the placenta rapidly with equilibration of fetal and maternal
concentrations. Most antibiotics are transferred incompletely. This group includes azlocillin, dicloxacilin, pipercillin, amikacin,

gentamicin, kanamycin, streptomycin, fosfomycin, griseovulvin, vancomycin, and colistimethate.185 Molecular weight is an

important but not exclusive determinant of the extent of placenta transfer. Other factors including maternal protein binding and
specific transport process modify the rate of transfer across the placenta.

As HIV infection becomes more prevalent in women, the use of antiretroviral drugs during pregnancy requires special

consideration for the safety of the fetus.

There is ample evidence that combined antiretroviral therapy (ART) can significantly reduce the transmission of human

immunodeficiency (HIV) to less than 2%.186 There is a paucity of information concerning the phamacokinetics data on

antiretroviral therapy given during pregnancy.187 Zidovudine pharmacokinetics has been studied in a limited number of pregnant

women. No difference was found in total body clearance and half-life between pregnant and nonpregnant patients.188 There are
data on the pharmacokinetics of lamivudine, didanosine, and stavudin. There are no significant changes in the Pk of these drugs in
relation to non-pregnant women. The role of concentration-targeted ART has not been investigated. Pharmacodynamics effects of
ART (e.g., measurements of viral loads, T cell counts) are used in the management of mothers treated with ART. 

It is likely that the antiretroviral biodisposition for renally eliminated drugs such as lamivudine and indinavir, and highly

protein-bound drugs such as protease inhibitors may be affected by pregnancy. Unfortunately, the accelerated approval of new

antiretroviral agents does not include pharmacokinetics and long-term safety studies in pregnancy.

Zidovudine pharmacokinetics has been studied in a limited number of pregnant women. No difference was found in total body

clearance and half-life between pregnant and nonpregnant patients.189 Concern has been expressed regarding the risk of

mitochondrial toxicity associated with the use of antiretroviral nucleoside analogues during pregnancy.190

 

 



DRUGS GIVEN DURING LABOR AND DELIVERY

Analgesics

Although systemic analgesia has been used in obstetrics for decades, concerns about the occurrence of maternal and fetal side
effects has led to the use of epidural anesthesia during the early stages of labor. Systemic analgesia is widely used as an alternative
when epidural anesthesia is not feasible.

A number of opioids and procedures of administration are being use but definitive large control trials for safety and efficacy are
not available. Meperidine is one of the analgesics most widely used during the first stage of labor. After intramuscular
administration, peak concentrations are obtained 20–30 minutes later. The absorption rate varies with the injection site and
regional blood flow, and appears to be slower in women during labor than in healthy volunteers.191 With repeated intramuscular
injections, marked variations in blood concentration result in unpredictable pain relief.192 The volume of distribution is
significantly reduced when compared with controls. Meperidine is extensively metabolized to normeperidine and several other
derivatives.

Biodegradation is the major pathway of meperidine elimination, because less than 5% is excreted unchanged in the urine.

Pharmacologically, normeperidine retains about half the analgesic activity of the parent compound. The striking interpatient

variability in body clearance and distribution may help explain differences in clinical response.

The standard clinical practice of using single or multiple doses of 50 mg irrespective of the patient's weight is partially

responsible for blood concentrations that may be two to four times higher than needed for analgesia. These concentrations are

well into the toxic range.

The following factors appear to be important in determining the amount of meperidine and normeperidine transferred to the

fetus: dosage, route of administration, dose-delivery intervals, and maternal metabolic rate. Stress or relative hypoxia may

induce hemodynamic changes (e.g., decreased liver and renal blood flow) that may be responsible for reduced meperidine

disposition in both mother and newborn.193 There is considerable evidence supporting the view that normeperidine is more

toxic than meperidine and is only in part antagonized by naloxone. The demonstration that previous or concomitant

phenobarbital treatment induces meperidine biodegradation, thereby increasing the amount of its toxic metabolite



normeperidine, is of considerable clinical significance.194

Significant concentrations of normeperidine have been found in blood samples obtained at birth or immediately thereafter,

lending support to the theory that this toxic metabolite plays a pivotal role in neonatal meperidine intoxication. The apparent

lack of correlation between central nervous system depression and meperidine blood concentrations at birth corroborates this

postulate. To the well-known alterations in meperidine disposition during pregnancy, one must now add profound kinetic

changes in women during labor.

The use of naloxone for the prevention of analgesic-induced respiratory depression in the newborn is not recommended for

administration to the mother before delivery because it can reverse maternal analgesia. In addition to its questionable efficacy

under these circumstances, naloxone, by acting on receptors on the spinal cord, brain stem, pituitary, and thalamus, can alter

the release of endogenous endorphins. Evidence of the protective role of endorphins against fetal stress and asphyxia is

mounting.195, 196 Meperidine and butorphanol (Stadol) are known to produce a benign type of sinusoidal fetal heart rate

pattern.197 This pattern is usually considered a sign of serious fetal distress. Butorphanol, in contrast to meperidine, is

metabolized to an inactive metabolite. Other opioids used for obstetric analgesia includes morphine, fentanyl, alfentanil,

sufentanil, and remifental.

Morphine is a powerful depressant of the fetal nervous system (10 times more depressant than meperidine). Fentanyl offers the
versatility of different routes of administration (i.e., oral, transdermal patch, subcutaneous). A dose-dependent adverse effect on
infant feeding has been described but not documented by other studies. Remifentanil, a μ receptor agonist appears to be less toxic
than other opioids, with fast initiation of action and predictable pharmacokinetics. In recent years, there has been an increase in
the use of patient controlled intravenous analgesia. Using this delivery method prolonged analgesic effect may ensue with pain

relief extended to subsequent contractions.198 The role of remifentanyl in obstetric analgesia needs to be substantiated by large
controlled clinical trials.

Regional anesthetics

Because of its effectiveness and relative safety, regional anesthesia for labor and vaginal delivery has gained wide acceptance.

This type of conduction anesthesia includes spinal, lumbar epidural, caudal, paracervical, pudendal, and local perineal



infiltration. Although there are a bewildering number of local anesthetics available, modern regional anesthesia is practiced with

a selected number of compounds. Local anesthetics are divided into two main pharmacologic groups, depending on their

molecular configuration: ester linkage (e.g., procaine) and amide linkage (e.g., lidocaine). The fetal and neonatal toxicity of local

anesthetics depends on the amount of free (i.e., nonionized and nonprotein-bound) drug that reaches the fetus. Many factors

determine the amount and rate of free drug entering the fetal compartment. They are total dose, route of administration,

presence of vasoconstrictive agents in the anesthetic solution, rate of maternal metabolism and excretion, maternal and fetal

pH, pKa of the drug, and degree of maternal and fetal protein binding.

The amount of anesthetic used in spinal anesthesia is too small to reach significant fetal levels. Absorption from other injection

sites depends on local vascularity and the presence of tissues such as fat capable of binding local anesthetics. Vasoconstrictor

drugs such as epinephrine, octapressin, and phenylephrine are often added to antagonize increases in local blood flow secondary

to vasomotor blockage and to retard absorption of local anesthetics. Generally, epinephrine reduces peak plasma concentrations

of local anesthetics in most of the commonly used regional blocks. The effect of vasoconstrictors is most marked with lidocaine,

in which case the duration of the anesthetic effect may be prolonged by as much as 50%. Although epidural dose requirements

of local anesthetics are reduced in pregnancy because of engorgement of vertebral veins, this is not associated with changes in

their absorption rate. Decreased metabolism is probably a more important contributing factor.

The amide type of anesthetic, namely bupivacaine, lignocaine, and mepivacaine, is metabolized by hepatic amidases. In

nonpregnant subjects, the elimination half-lives for the commonly used local anesthetics range from 1.5 hours for lidocaine to 3.5

hours for bupivacaine.199 Epidural administration of bupivacaine for cesarean section results in a biphasic maternal blood

elimination rate: an initial phase with a half-life of 47 minutes and a slow elimination phase with a half-life of 9 hours.200 Further

kinetic studies are needed, especially during normal and abnormal labors.

In contrast to the amides, the esters (tetracaine, chloroprocaine) are biodegraded by both hepatic and plasma esterases.

Hydrolysis by plasma pseudocholinesterase is quite fast (less than 1 minute for chloroprocaine), a welcome feature because it

reduces the risk of fetal intoxication. No difference in the rate of biodegradation of 2-chloroprocaine has been found between

preterm and term fetuses.201 The major drawback of ester-linked agents is the short duration of their pharmacologic effect.



Fetal uptake and distribution of local anesthetics are influenced by several factors. Although it has been postulated that the high

protein binding of certain local anesthetics (e.g., 95% for bupivacaine) would affect placental transfer, experimental data do not

support this contention. The significantly lower fetal plasma binding of local anesthetics, however, may have a profound effect on

fetal distribution. Indeed, when compared with bupivacaine, the greater neurobehavioral disturbances seen after maternal

administration of lidocaine seem to be related to the higher concentration of free drug in the fetus.202 Fetal acidosis may

facilitate placental transfer of local anesthetics by the phenomenon of “ion trapping”. Human and experimental data support this

contention.203 Because of the rapid maternal biodegradation of 2-chloroprocaine, placental transfer is not increased even in the

presence of acidosis.

Clinical manifestations of local anesthetic intoxication in newborns include bradycardia, apnea, hypotonia, mydriasis, and, on

occasion, seizures. Animal studies have demonstrated that bradycardia is due to the toxic effect of local anesthetics on the

myocardium. Seizures have been mostly associated with accidental mepivacaine overdose, usually occurring during the first 6

hours of life. In addition to the obvious clinical picture of neonatal cardiovascular and central nervous system depression, that

sometimes follows obstetric regional anesthesia, some studies have focused on more subtle and long-lasting neurobehavioral

disturbances.204 Lidocaine affects the neurobehavior of the neonate to a greater extent than chloroprocaine.205 The fetus may be

affected not only by the direct action of local anesthetics but also indirectly by changes effected by these drugs on the maternal

organism. Areas in need of further investigation include the maternal and fetal disposition of local anesthetics during labor and in

high-risk pregnancies, interaction with other compounds, and the effect of metabolic and acid–base disturbances on the

distribution of the different compounds.

General anesthetics

Inhalation anesthetics diffuse rapidly and easily across the placenta. Two groups can be distinguished: those such as nitrous

oxide that are excreted by alveolar ventilation without prior metabolism, and compounds such as trichloroethylene and

methoxyflurane that undergo different degrees of metabolic degradation.

The general anesthesia technique requires maternal denitrogenation and induction before intubation with either sodium

thiopental or ketamine. Although the use of ketamine may be associated with fewer neurobehavioral effects in the neonate,



maternal side effects (i.e., hallucinations) limit its use. Before induction and during surgery, small doses of muscle relaxants are

often used. Nondepolarizing agents (including the newer short-acting vecuronium and atracurium) or succinylcholine in usual

doses do not cross the placenta in significant amounts. The concurrent use of magnesium sulfate potentiates the effect of

nondepolarizing agents during general anesthesia.

Nitrous oxide has been used as both an analgesic and an anesthetic. Experimentally, preinduction with thiopental followed by

70% nitrous oxide has produced fetal acidosis. At concentrations of 75%, which are required to produce anesthesia, significant

depression at birth occurs in a sizable number of infants. Secondary apnea has been attributed to alveolar diffusion of the gas

and may lead to dilutional hypoxemia. Current anesthesia practice is to supplement 50% nitrous oxide with low concentrations

of potent inhalation agents (e.g., halothane, isoflurane, enflurane) to prevent maternal recall and awareness and thus reduce the

high catecholamine concentrations associated with light anesthesia. In general, inhaled anesthetics will not depress the fetus if

the induction to the delivery time is not prolonged. Higher concentrations of potent inhalation agents, by decreasing maternal

cardiac output and blood pressure, may reduce uterine blood flow and result in fetal acidosis.

A potential source of concern has been the inhibitory effect of nitrous oxide on methionine synthesis.206 Because of the short

fetal exposure, this fact is unlikely to be clinically significant. Beside fetal depression, inhalation agents are not known to injure

the fetus in ways that are obvious at present.

DRUGS GIVEN TO STOP PREMATURE LABOR

Premature labor is a complex and multifactorial disorder; uterine contractions may constitute only a symptom. It remains as a

formidable challenge for obstetricians in the next decade. The lack of uniform success with any of the available tocolytic agents

underscores the lack of specificity of the available therapy.207, 208

Ritodrine hydrochloride is the only FDA-approved tocolytic agent. Because of infrequently reported but severe treatment-

related complications, there is currently a trend away from the use of beta-sympathomimetics to other drugs or even

combination therapy.



Beta-adrenergic stimulants

Several beta-sympathomimetic drugs have been used for inhibition of preterm labor. The list, in addition to ritodrine, includes

salbutamol, fenoterol, isoxsuprine, and terbutaline. Ritodrine crosses the placenta and reaches concentrations in fetal blood

approaching those of the mother.209 Complications of ritodrine therapy have been reported after intravenous administration. A

recent study found a decreased bioavailability of oral ritodrine.210 Maternal complications include cardiovascular and renal

dysfunction and metabolic disturbances. Pulmonary edema remains the most serious maternal complication. Pregnant women

at risk for pulmonary edema are those receiving concomitant glucocorticoids and those with preeclampsia or twin pregnancy.

The etiology of pulmonary edema remains elusive, but fluid volume overload seems to play a contributory role. Ritodrine is

known to reduce renal blood flow and creatinine clearance; renal insufficiency, however, is an unusual complication.

Hypotension, not uncommon with isoxsuprine therapy, does not occur with ritodrine infusion with the exception of bleeding

patients (i.e., abruptio placentae or placenta previa).

Metabolic alterations associated with the use of beta-adrenergic agonists include mild hyperglycemia and increased

concentrations of lactate and free fatty acids. Long-term infusion of ritodrine to pregnant women has not been associated with

significant changes in metabolic parameters. A single report, however, describes fasting hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia after

prolonged ritodrine therapy in a pregnant woman.211 The short-term effects of ritodrine in the fetus mirror those in the mother.

Drug-related side effects in the newborn are less pronounced than those associated with the use of isoxsuprine. Hypotension,

abdominal distention, and paralytic ileus, previously reported complications of maternal isoxsuprine use, have not been found in

more recent studies of the neonatal complications of intrauterine exposure to ritodrine.212 Neonatal hypoglycemia and renal

dysfunction are complications of ritodrine therapy the true incidence of which remains unknown; this area requires further

study.213 A transient leukemoid reaction in both mother and newborn has been associated with maternal ritodrine therapy.214

The use of magnesium sulfate, as a tocolytic agent, used either alone or as part of combination therapy (i.e., with ritodrine) has
diminished in recent years. A large placebo controlled trial failed to demonstrate efficacy. Neonatal hypotonia, the most common
side effect, does not correlate with peak plasma levels. The elimination half-life at birth is approximately 40 hours; consequently,
normal magnesium plasma levels may not be reached until 1 week of age. Interest in the use of magnesium sulfate has shifted
from its role as a tocolytic drug to that of a fetal neuroprotective agent. There is both epidemiological and basic science data



supporting this application. Recently an analysis of four trials that enrolled over 3700 patients was undertaken.215 No significant
effects in major clinical outcomes including mortality and neurological outcome in the first year of life were detected. There was,
however, a marked decrease in significant gross motor dysfunction in the magnesium treated group. Follow up studies in these
and other trials are needed to ascertain the significance of the reported findings.

Indomethacin is another tocolytic agent regaining popularity. Controlled European studies rebutted previous anecdotal reports

of pulmonary hypertension and fetal death.216 Concerns about fetal bleeding and other potential hazards limit the use of

indomethacin to research studies only.

The use of calcium antagonists (i.e., nifedipine) to suppress preterm labor should be considered investigational, and claims of

their superiority to ritodrine remain contentious.217

Oxytocin receptor antagonists have been recently tested but there is no convincing evidence that they substantially reduced the
incidence of premature birth. The use of progestins to prevent premature birth in women with other risk factors is currently being

investigated.218 In a large multicenter trial conducted by the Maternal-Fetal Medicine Unit Network using weekly intramuscular

injections of 17-alpha hydroxyprogesterone caproate (17-OHPC) a decrease in the rate of preterm birth (33%) was observed.219

The mechanism by which 17-OHPC reduces the preterm birth remains elusive. A recent study ruled out plausible mechanisms
such as a greater affinity for progesterone receptors or glucocorticoid receptors of a facilitated stimulation of progesterone

responsive genes compared to progesterone.220

 

DRUGS GIVEN TO INDUCE LABOR

Oxytocin continues to be the drug of choice for inducing labor. Careful monitoring of fetal heart rate, uterine action, and accurate

dosing to avoid sudden changes in blood levels, as well as clear delineation of its contraindications, have minimized fetal side

effects. There remains some controversy over the range of starting dose and time interval before the dose is increased. There is

also disagreement as to the desired response, with some authors considering progressive cervical dilatation the appropriate



response, whereas others221 suggest that it is uterine activity. Several studies have been conducted with the aim of optimizing

oxytocin treatment and minimizing fetal side effects. It was found that increasing the duration of infusion before stepping up the

dose rate might decrease the delivery time.222 This finding appears related to the time required to reach a steady state (i.e., a

premature increase in the dose may result in maternal or fetal toxicity). Due to the molecular size of oxytocin and the presence

of oxytocinase in the placenta, it is considered unlikely for oxytocin to cross the placenta in significant amounts. There is

epidemiologic evidence linking the use of oxytocin with significant neonatal jaundice; the nature of this association remains

obscure. Controversy exists as to whether oxytocin or induction per se is responsible. There is evidence that fetal immaturity is

the responsible factor.223

The use of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) as an adjunct to oxytocin has increased, with the goal of reducing the high number of failed

induction rates. Although PGE2 has been found effective by several authors, the use of prostaglandins alone is probably not

sufficient in all instances. Typically prostaglandins are used to soften the cervix and change receptors, and then oxytocin is used

because its control of uterine contractions is more precise.224 PGE2 should not be continued or administered in active labor

because it may lead to hyperstimulation. Several studies have attempted to determine which prostaglandins are more effective at
cervical ripening. The type of PGE2 preparation as well as the delivery system and route of administration influence the results.

The use of dinosprostone low-release vaginal insert was found to be effective for elective induction of labor in postdate

pregnancy.225

 

ANTEPARTUM GLUCOCORTICOID ADMINISTRATION AND PREVENTION OF HYALINE
MEMBRANE DISEASE

A vast amount of literature exists on the use of glucocorticoids to prevent hyaline membrane disease, or respiratory distress

syndrome.226 Most clinical trials involve the administration of either betamethasone or dexamethasone. It is generally agreed

that prenatal steroid administration is effective in decreasing the overall incidence of respiratory distress syndrome. Analysis of

the combined results of six randomized double blind trials revealed an incidence of respiratory distress syndrome in 29% of the



placebo group and 8.5% of the steroid-treated group (a highly significant difference).227 A marked effect of sex and race has

been noted, with blacks and female infants more likely to benefit from steroid therapy. In 1994, the National Institutes of

Health sponsored a Consensus Development Conference to assess the effectiveness of antenatal steroids. They concluded that a

single course of corticosteroids given to women at risk for preterm delivery reduces the risk of death, respiratory distress

syndrome, and intraventricular hemorrhage in their offspring.

In recent years, the practice of using repeat courses of antenatal corticosteroids became widespread. This practice fostered

vigorous controversies regarding the need, indications, effectiveness, and safety of this approach. In 2000, the National

Institutes of Health convened another Consensus Development Conference to review the available evidence on the risks and

benefits of repeat courses of antenatal corticosteroids. It was noted that animal studies clearly substantiated deleterious effects

on lung growth, retinal development, cerebral myelinization, and function of the pituitary–adrenal axis. The consensus panel

concluded that available data are inadequate and that repeat courses “should not be used routinely” unless patients are enrolled

in randomized controlled trials.227

A recent international multicenter randomized trial was undertaken in women at risk of preterm birth and who had received a

single course of antenatal corticosteroids, the women were allocated to receive multiple courses of steroids or placebo. The study

failed to show improvements in outcome in the treated group. Growth, however, was decreased with significant reductions in

birth weight, head circumference, length, and head circumference.228 No beneficial effect of prenatal steroids has been

demonstrated in twin pregnancies, however, this may be a consequence of inadequate dosing.

Controversy surrounds the use of corticosteroid therapy in cases of preterm premature rupture of membranes. A recent survey

of maternal–fetal medicine specialists failed to show consensus in this area. Although lingering doubts remain as to the safety of

antenatal steroids, risks in humans seem low and potential long-term effects remain hypothetical. Whereas the ideal candidates

for antenatal glucocorticoid administration constitute a small proportion of the overall population at risk for preterm delivery,

the benefits to be derived from lung maturation in these fetuses outweighs potential risks.229, 230 The use of other substances to

prevent respiratory distress syndrome (i.e., intra-amniotic thyroxin or maternally administered TSH) remains investigational,

requiring randomized controlled clinical trials.



SOCIAL HABITS AND LIFESTYLE: THEIR INFLUENCE ON THE FETUS

Cigarette smoking and ingestion of alcoholic beverages and caffeine (coffee, tea, cola drinks, chocolate bars) are habits so

ingrained in our culture that we would be hard-pressed to name a handful of our acquaintances who totally abstain from all of

them. The evidence incriminating heavy drinking and smoking as intoxicants (noxious) for the fetus seems incontrovertible. The

problem facing the obstetrician is to translate the voluminous clinical epidemiologic and animal experimental data into clinical

and public health practice. From the outset, it should be clear that the extreme abuse of these social habits could seriously

damage the fetus. Unfortunately, the evidence against lesser degrees of abuse is not available as yet (and this affects the

majority of patients). A crude dose–response relationship has been reported for alcohol exposure during pregnancy. Drinking

behavior in the month preceding the recognition of pregnancy strongly correlates with the occurrence of the dysmorphic

abnormalities that have been termed fetal alcohol syndrome. The syndrome also includes varying degrees of prenatal and

postnatal growth retardation, and mental deficiency.

Patients with fetal alcohol syndrome have been found to have normal intelligence but have shown evidence of behavioral and

learning disabilities.231 Patients exhibiting mild dysmorphic features have also been born to mothers who drank heavily during

pregnancy. The lower limit on heavy drinking has been placed as five or six drinks on one occasion, with at least 45 drinks per

month.232 The danger from light drinking (less than 1 oz of absolute alcohol daily) has not been demonstrated. It has been

suggested that 100 g of ethanol around the time of ovulation can be detrimental to subsequent fetal development.233 A recent

study found no apparent ill effects in offspring of women consuming 61–66 g per ovulation week.234 In the same study, alcohol

intake of 600 g during the first 12 weeks of gestation (an average of three or four drinks weekly) did not affect organogenesis.

An important caveat to be considered in evaluating these findings is that many of the fetal alcohol effects (i.e., behavioral and

learning disabilities) are not detected until later on in childhood. In recent years, the widespread publicity about fetal alcohol

syndrome has resulted in a sharp decline in alcohol consumption after the detection of pregnancy.235 Undue anxiety and even

neurotic reactions have occurred, however, among women who have consumed some alcoholic beverage around the time of

conception. Compilation of data from both the United States and the United Kingdom indicates that one or two drinks weekly

during this period does not affect fetal outcome. Abstinence during pregnancy, however, remains the foolproof guarantee against



fetal alcohol effects. There is a need to identify women who continue to drink while pregnant. A number of biomarkers of alcohol

abuse during pregnancy have been identied but there are no validated studies to ascertain their usefulness.236

There is plentiful evidence that cigarette smoking adversely affects the course of pregnancy. It is not known which component

of tobacco smoke is responsible for the increased fetal morbidity. Not frequently appreciated is the fact that smoking results in

the absorption of thousands of different compounds, including carcinogenic and mutagenic substances. Information concerning

the fetal blood concentration of the three major toxins (nicotine, CO, and thiocyanate) is sparse and scattered throughout the

medical literature.237, 238 One recent study found that the fetus of a smoking mother is exposed to higher nicotine plasma

concentrations than is the mother. Although the complex composition of cigarette smoke makes it difficult to relate

pharmacologic and toxic effects to a single compound, there is a significant body of evidence linking nicotine to a wide range of

pharmacologic and physiologic effects on the fetus.239, 240

Marijuana is another social drug in our culture, regardless of its legal status. Whereas the teratogenic effects of cannabis and 9-

tetrahydrocannabinol are firmly established, 112 clinical studies have failed to provide proof of fetal toxicity.241 Abnormalities in

the duration of labor, lower birth weight, shorter gestational age, and increase in the incidence of major malformations among

marijuana users have been reported by different investigators.242, 243 A single report describes a constellation of anomalies

resembling those found in the fetal alcohol syndrome in five infants born to heavy users.244 Other studies have failed to find fetal

abnormalities in the offspring of moderate to heavy marijuana users. Small sample sizes, short length of follow-up, and low

relative risks can explain negative results. The belated recognition of the relationship between alcohol and cigarette smoking

should serve as a warning and stimulate larger epidemiologic studies.

In addition to marijuana, the fetus may be exposed to a whole array of addictive substances, including narcotics, amphetamines,

chlordiazepoxide, phencyclidine (PCP), and others. Intrauterine exposure to heroin, methadone, or heroin substitutes (“Ts and

blues”, pentazocine, and tripelennamine) can produce at birth similar withdrawal symptomatology at birth.245

The recreational use of cocaine, alone or in combination with methamphetamine (“crystal”), has increased dramatically in recent

years. The burden of amphetamine abuse has also been a major concern in recent years particularly in younger women and



those living in rural areas.246 Increased rates of prematurity, intrauterine growth retardation, and placental hemorrhage have

been reported as a consequence of in utero exposure to these two drugs.247 Both cocaine and methamphetamine act as

sympathomimetic compounds, and thus it is likely that some of the reported complications (i.e., abruptio placentae, perinatal

cerebral infarction)248 are due to vasoconstriction. Cocaine is metabolized by cholinesterases, which are known to be low in the

fetus, therefore enhancing prolonged toxic exposure. One study found a high malformation rate in the offspring of pregnant

women abusing cocaine exclusively.249 The teratogenesis of cocaine remains contentious; further large-scale epidemiologic

studies are required.

The clinical manifestations of neonatal withdrawal from most abused drugs are part of a continuum between normal and

aberrant behavior with or without abnormal somatic development and autonomic symptomatology. Rarely are the symptoms

drug-specific (i.e., sudden outburst of agitation, flapping tremors with sudden changes in behavior in PCP-exposed infants).250

Because multidrug abusers predominate, it is difficult to isolate the effects of a single drug.

Unquestionably, the most widely used of the “social drugs” is caffeine. The charge against caffeine is mostly indirect and stems

from animal and epidemiologic clinical studies. Documentation of harmful effects on the fetus is elusive because of its universal

use, making it difficult to obtain a population not exposed to it, and because of the strong association between heavy caffeine

intake and alcohol and smoking habits.

Although it is clear that additive drugs and chemicals should be prohibited during pregnancy, a more flexible attitude should be

adopted with the various social habits. Better compliance and less anxiety would be generated if physicians would advise their

patients of the relative risks of the various social habits.

The use of herbal medicines by pregnant women has increased dramatically in recent years. It has been estimated that almost a

third of pregnant women use complementary medicines and therapies without the knowledge and consent of obstetricians.251

The herb blue cohosh, considered a human fetal toxin, has been used to induce labor.252 Two reports describe toxic reactions in

infants at birth. One newborn was born with congestive heart failure secondary to myocardial infarction;253 another newborn

presented with seizures due to encephalopathy and renal failure.254 Other herbs used in pregnancy are potentially harmful to



the fetus. For example, berberine, the major ingredient of the Chinese herb huanglian, can be associated with significant

jaundice in the newborn. Berberine also displaces bilirubin from albumin, thus increasing the risk of kernicterus.255 Herbal

medicines (e.g., Saint John's wort) may significantly alter the biodisposition of a number of drugs (e.g., digoxin, carbamazepine,

and protease inhibitors).

FETAL THERAPY: A HOPE FOR THE FUTURE

It is likely that in the future, medical and pharmacologic manipulations of the fetus may overshadow surgical interventions as

the principal forms of fetal therapy.

Transplacental therapy for the control of fetal tachyarrhythmias is a well-accepted treatment option. Unfortunately, different

drugs have been used in an uncontrolled fashion. Digoxin, flecainide, sotalol, and verapamil have been variously used as the

initial treatment. Digoxin is the most commonly used drug for this purpose, although a higher success rate was reported for

flecainide.256 Except for digoxin, no pharmacokinetic data are available for antiarrhythmic drugs in pregnancy. When the initial

treatment fails, combination therapy is used. The demonstration of the existence of P-glycoprotein in the mouse placenta raises

the possibility of drug–drug interactions. It is known that verapamil inhibits the excretion of digoxin by inhibiting its transport

by P-glycoprotein. Under these circumstances, high concentrations of fetal digoxin may occur.257

The successful pharmacologic suppression of the fetal adrenal gland by maternal administration of dexamethasone to prevent

masculinization of the fetus in cases of 21-hydroxylase deficiency illustrates an attempt at pharmacologic fetal therapy.258

Vitamin therapy has been attempted for the fetal treatment of vitamin-responsive types of genetic metabolic disorders (i.e.,

vitamin B12 for methylmalonic acidemia, biotin for multiple carboxylase deficiency). At this time, it is not possible to ascertain

the effectiveness of these and other types of fetal interventions. Direct instillation of substances into the amniotic fluid or

intestinal gut (i.e., enzymes to prevent meconium ileus in cystic fibrosis) is a therapeutic modality that may be exploited in the

future.



OBSTETRIC AND FETAL PHARMACOLOGY

The development of obstetric and fetal pharmacology as a new discipline is contingent on the removal of obstacles to the

widespread study of drugs in pregnancy. Some of these problems and possible solutions are summarized below.

Off-label prescribing

Drugs used during pregnancy are prescribed for obstetric or medical conditions. Several drugs used for obstetric indications

have been labeled for other indications in nonpregnant adults (e.g., nifedipine and indomethacin as tocolytic agents rather than

antihypertensive and anti-inflammatory drugs, respectively). Off-label prescribing refers to the practice of prescribing drugs for

indications other than those listed on the product label. Because of the lack of obstetric testing and labeling, off-label prescribing

is the norm in obstetrics.259

Physicians must prescribe drugs based on acceptable evidence. Unfortunately, in obstetrics the information available is not

based on sound scientific evidence. Physicians must rely on published experience consisting of case reports, small trials, and

aggregation of studies close to the end of pregnancy. Many studies are retrospective, and there is a dearth of dosing and

bioavailability studies. The trial-and-error approach to the use of drugs in pregnancy has led to unfounded generalizations and

untested assumptions. Because of the lack of evidence, each patient becomes an experiment. Drugs are just “tried out” without

knowledge as to whether they will work, and decisions about doses are often educated guesses.

The Physician's Desk Reference is the most widely used source of drug information for physicians. The most common statement

in this reference for most of the drugs used in obstetrics is: “The safety and effectiveness of this drug has not been established in

pregnancy.” Some drug labels go even further; the manufacturer's label of terbutaline states categorically, “Terbutaline sulfate

should not be used for tocolysis.”

Drug development process: labeling of drugs

The FDA must approve all indications listed on a drug product label or package insert. The approval process ensures that the

FDA requirements for safety and efficacy are met.



The clinical trials included in the drug development process comprise four phases. Phase I is mostly concerned with safety and is

generally done in healthy volunteers. Phase II includes controlled trials for therapeutic efficacy in well-matched groups; dose

regimen pharmacokinetics and metabolism studies are also performed in this phase. Phase III involves large efficacy trials

enrolling from several hundred to several thousand patients. A new drug is tested in an average of 64 clinical trials; up to 50% of

these trials fail to show conclusive results. After completion of phase III, a voluminous all-inclusive dossier (5000–100,000

pages) that contains both preclinical and clinical data is analyzed by an FDA team of reviewers to determine whether the drug is

safe and effective. This process applies to drugs with specific obstetric indications (e.g., a new tocolytic agent with no other adult

indications).

Most drugs used in obstetrics have been labeled for nonpregnant adults. Under these circumstances, pregnant women

constitute a special population. The requirements for labeling of drugs in special populations vary according to the drug type,

indication, and characteristics of the disease process in the special population.

The process of labeling drugs with adult indications in pediatrics is a good model that is applicable to obstetrics. Safety and

pharmacokinetic or pk-pd studies are required. In 1994, the FDA established the Final Pediatric Rule. This rule, which applies

to approved drugs and biologicals, states that extrapolation of adult efficacy data would be permitted if the FDA concludes that

the course of the disease and the effects of the drug, both beneficial and detrimental, are sufficiently similar in children and

adults. This approach could be applied to obstetrics.

Pharmaceutical industry and study of drugs in pregnancy

The FDA does not require the study of drugs in pregnancy. To effect a change in label (e.g., use of a drug in pregnancy), a

pharmaceutical company must file a supplemental application and perform studies for the specific indication in pregnancy as

negotiated with the FDA. Pharmaceutical companies, because of fears of fetal harm and financial loss resulting from liability

claims, have been reluctant to study drugs in pregnancy. Other important economic considerations include projected sales, time

remaining of patent exclusivity, and delay in the time of FDA approval. The lack of incentives to file a supplemental application

for obstetrics indications is a major obstacle.



A viable solution would be the creation of economic incentives. The lack of pediatric drug testing and labeling led to the

enactment of the pediatric exclusivity provisions of the FDA Modernization Act of 1997. This regulation was designed to

encourage pediatric labeling. The FDA issued new regulations in August 1997 (Final Rule of 1997), requiring pediatric studies of

certain new drugs. In addition, in 1997 the FDA Modernization Act (FDAMA) was enacted. This legislation contained a provision

(Section 111) that provided exclusivity incentives for the pharmaceutical industry (6 months of additional patent exclusivity) to

conduct pharmaceutical trials in children. The pediatric provisions of FDAMA expired in December 2001. The Best

Pharmaceuticals Act for Children (BPCA), enacted in January 2002, extended the exclusivity incentives for 5 years. The BPCA

also provides a mechanism for the study of off-patent drugs and identifies the need to conduct studies in the newborn

population. The 2007 reauthorization of the BPCA and the Pediatric Research Equity Act (PREA) increased FDA’s authority to

require studies. These acts strengthened adverse event surveillance, and improved the transparency, oversight, and

administration. Legislative and regulatory remedies have been very successful in encouraging pharmaceutical companies to

study drugs in children. Economic incentives and more liberal regulatory requirements could lead to "deorphanize" the obstetric

population.

Legal issues

The overwhelming concern of pharmaceutical companies is the possibility of liability claims for fetal harm as a consequence of

fetal drug exposure. It could be argued that if drugs are widely used, not obtaining evidence constitutes willful negligence.

However, pharmaceutical manufacturers rely on the “learned intermediary” doctrine. The industry's contention is that they

manufacture drugs, but physicians prescribe them. Nevertheless, if there is a negligent failure to obtain data in the first place,

the physician cannot “learn” in the absence of data. Actually, neither the physician nor the manufacturer should be liable. There

is a need to modify the tort liability system applicable to drug studies in pregnancy.

Ethical issues

Ethical issues related to the study of drugs in pregnancy are not dissimilar to those faced by investigators performing drug

studies in children.260, 261 The experience in pediatrics can be applied to the use of pregnant women as subjects of drug research.

In 1997, the American Academy of Pediatrics made the pronouncement that it is unethical not to study drugs in children.



Similarly, there is a moral imperative to advance the therapeutic management of pregnant women.262 The benefits of research

must be available to all segments of the population, regardless of gender, race, ethnicity, age, and subpopulations such as

pregnant women. There are, however, ethical concerns for studies performed during pregnancy. Ethical guidelines for such

studies need to be developed. Placebo or control trials can be ethically justified only for the treatment of serious obstetric

conditions for which no therapy is currently available. Phase I clinical trials must not include pregnant women. The issue of fetal

therapeutics is more complex and contentious. There is an inherent conflict of interest when the mother is used as a vehicle to

treat the fetus. Ethical guidelines for fetal therapy must be established.

Obstetric Pharmacology Research Unit (OPRU) Network: proof of concept

The NICHD had a dual purpose in creating the OPRU Network in 2004: to prove the concept that drugs that are of therapeutic

value during pregnancy can be studied in an ethical fashion and to document the alterations produced by the pregnant state in

the biodisposition and effects of drugs in normal or abnormal pregnancies. The goals of the OPRU Network are (1) to serve as a

resource for pharmacologic studies of drug disposition and effect during normal and abnormal pregnancies; (2) to conduct

single-site and multi-site cooperative phase I and II clinical trials; (3) to conduct pharmacogenetic studies on the effect of

pregnancy on drug metabolizing enzymes, transporters, and effectors; (4) to perform studies of placental transfer of drugs; (5)

to conduct studies of fetal and maternal pharmacology; (6) to facilitate the utilization of clinical materials for basic research

studies; and (7) to enhance the exchange of information between basic scientists and obstetricians and among various specialists

involved in treating pregnant women. The OPRU also serves as a resource for the training of health professionals in obstetric-

fetal pharmacology and drug trials in pregnant women.263

During the current funding cycle the Network has performed intensive pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies and

adopted an interdisciplinary translation research program including a systems biology analysis. Of note are studies on the effect

of pregnancy on drug metabolizing enzymes in different animal models and humans, placental disposition of drugs, and

pharmacologic methods development.264, 265, 266, 267, 268 

Risk assessment



The teratogenic potential and the fetal adverse effects of different therapeutic drug groups have been detailed in previous

sections. Experimental animals have been widely used to establish teratogenic potential, but it is obvious that animal data often

have little relevance to the human fetus. Animal models are most useful to unravel the mechanisms of fetal adverse effects.

Description of adverse drug effects in the human fetus is usually in the form of case reports that suggest causation. Additional

case reports and retrospective reviews usually follow. Rarely, case–control studies are undertaken. Quantification of risk is

often missing, and available information is often misrepresented.269, 270, 271 For example, maternal alcohol intake can produce the

fetal alcohol syndrome, but danger from light drinking has not been established. Maternal lithium intake increases the risk of

Epstein anomaly from 1 in 20,000 to about 1 in 5000. The risk is small, and the benefits of treating bipolar disorders in

pregnancy far outweigh the minimal risk.

Timing of drug intake during pregnancy is of paramount importance in assessing risk. For instance, systemic corticosteroids

increase the risk of oral clefts, but exposure after 10 weeks of gestation does not result in oral clefts.

It is generally acknowledged that spontaneous reporting of adverse drug reactions is inaccurate, and underreporting is the rule.

Prospective case–control studies and targeted prospective registries should be more widely used. There is a need to coordinate

and integrate the different methods used to quantify fetal adverse drug reactions.

A major unresolved problem is the determination of the long-term effects of drugs in the developing central nervous system.

The longitudinal cohort study sponsored by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development and other

governmental agencies may be ideally suited to help answer this question. This project would involve about 100,000 children

followed from the diagnosis of pregnancy to puberty.

The current efforts by the FDA to update the obstetric risk classification system are encouraging, especially if it contains

appropriate information on risk assessment. Pregnant women must be empowered to make informed decisions concerning drug

exposure. Most of the time, the risk associated with drugs used in pregnancy is minimal. The widespread acceptance of the

concept that there are no risk-free medications will remove a major obstacle to the study of drugs in pregnancy.

Future directions



Intensive pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies should be conducted for commonly used drugs when there is prima

facie evidence of alterations in drug sensitivity or biodisposition. Population pharmacokinetics (i.e., using sparse sampling from

patients under routine treatment conditions) can be used to screen drugs in need of further study.

Stable isotope methodology can be used to study pregnancy effects on drug absorption and to evaluate the activity of drug-

metabolizing enzymes during pregnancy and postpartum.

During pregnancy, appropriate analytic methods should be used (e.g., high-performance liquid chromatography-mass

spectrometry instead of immunochemical methods for digoxin assay). Translational research studies should include estimation

of activity of drug-metabolizing enzymes using pharmacologic probes. Phenotypic/genotypic correlation studies are also needed.

The studies in exploratory clinical pharmacology of pregnancy will generate basic research questions. In addition to the study of

drug-metabolizing enzymes, the functions of transporters, receptors, and ion channels during pregnancy need to be

characterized. Results from these studies will lead to other studies of the genome in pregnancy and fetal and maternal

expression of genes involved in the functions of receptors, transporters, and ion channels.

The studies of drug exposure in pregnant women must be complemented by studies of fetal pharmacology. The extent of fetal

exposure to drugs given to mothers is largely unknown.

Animal models will need to be used to determine fetal drug exposure and consequent fetal pharmacologic and toxic effects. The

combination of fetal pharmacokinetic modeling in appropriate animal models and the use of in vitro systems to study placental

drug transport will be needed to estimate fetal drug exposure. The information obtained by this combined approach can then be

incorporated in computer simulations and physiologic pharmacokinetic modeling of pregnancy to formulate dosing strategies

that could minimize fetal drug exposure.272 Computer modeling would also allow the use of nonsteady-state drug concentrations

in mother and fetus at birth to confirm the assumptions of predictive models. Fetal population pharmacokinetics could be used

for this purpose.

The application of "omic" technologies has grown in geometric fashion in the post-genomic era, and research studies are

beginning to focus in the context of obstetrics.273 Proteomics and metabolomics applications in obstetrics are in the embryonic



stage. Once fully developed, these omic research strategies will play a pivotal role in the elucidation of pathophysiology of

heterogenous maternal diseases and conditions of pregnancy such as IUGR, preeclampsia, and preterm delivery. Biomarker

discovery will lead to the identification of key metabolomic and protein markers that can be used for hypothesis generation and

serve as tools in the process of drug discovery. New molecular therapeutic targets will be identified and drugs

specifically designed to modulate the desired therapeutic effect will become available.  

Alignment of vision between obstetricians, fetal–maternal specialists, and other subspecialists involved in the care of pregnant

women is essential for the establishment of viable research goals in obstetric and fetal pharmacology. The combined efforts of

health professionals, clinical pharmacologists, molecular pharmacologists, molecular biologists, and geneticists will be needed to

implement a comprehensive clinical, translational, and basic research program. Alternative study designs specific for obstetrics

may need to be developed. There is also an urgent need to raise public awareness on the issue of the exclusion of pregnant

women from drug studies. Finally, obstetricians and other health professionals should be encouraged to use evidence-based

prescribing and support drug studies in pregnant women. The implementation of an integrated strategy to bridge the current

gaps in knowledge of the safety and effectiveness of drugs used in pregnancy will yield far-reaching rewards and will result in

major advances in the care of pregnant women and their offspring.
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